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INTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertakings having been 
authorised by the Committee to present the Report on their behalf. present 
this Twenty-Fourth Report on the Industrial Development Bank of India. 

2. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of the Industrial 
Development Bank of India on 24, 25 and 26 February and 3 and 5 March. 
1981 and of the Planning Commission and the MinIstry of Finance (De-
partment of Economic Affairs) on 19 and 20 March, 1981. 

3. The Committee considered and adopted the Report at their silting 
held 011 29 April, 1981. 

4. The Committee wish to express their thanks to the Mini>rtl"y of 
Finance (Department of Economic Affairs) and the Industrial Development 
Bank of India for placing before them the material and information they 
wanted in connection with the examination of the Bank. They also wish to 
thank in particular the representatives of the Ministry of Finance (Dep .. rt-
ment of Economic Affairs). the Planning Commission and the Industrial 
Development Bank of India, who gave evidence and placed their considered 
views before the Committee. 

NEW DELHI; 
April 29, 198J 
Vaisakha--9~190j(S) 

BANS) LAL, 
CI,airmQII • 

Committee 011 Public Ullde"I{/f.:i"g.~. 

(vii) 



CHAPTER I 

ROLE OF THE BANK 

A. Setting up of IDBI 

The Industrial Development Bank of India, set up in July 1964, is the 
latest in the series of speciali'OCd institutions set up since Independence to 
provide term finance to industry. First in the field was the Industrial Finance 
Corporation of India set up under a Central Act of 1948 with its operations 
restricted to public limited companies and co-operative societies. Following 
this, another Central enactment-the State Financial Corporations Act, 
195 I -provided for the establishment of financial corporations at the State 
level for extending assistance to corporate nnd non-corporate industrial 
concerns. In Tamil Nadu, the Tamil Nadu Industrial Investment Corpora-
tion Ltd., set up earlier in 1949 undet the Companies Act functioned as the 
State Financial Corporation in that State. In 1955 the Industrial Credit 
and Investment Corporation of India Ltd., was registered as a Public Limited 
Company under the Companies Act. Another Corporation, the Refinance 
Corporation for Industry Ltd., set up in 1958, was somewhat different from 
the other institutions. It did not directly finance industries but provided 
refinance against medium-term loans made to small and medium-sized 
inllustrial units by eligible lending institutions. This Corporation was 
latter merged with IDBI in September. 1964. 

1 .2. Though the magnitude of assistance provided by these institutions 
had shown a steady increase and was substantial, it had been inadequate in 
relation to the needs of new and growing industrial enterprises. In view of 
the dimensions of the problem that rapid industrialisation posed a new 
institution with wider functions and larger resources than tho!IC of the exist-
ing ones appeared to be necessary. In the words of the then Finance Mi-
nister (Shri T.T. Krishnamachari), the objective of the lOBI was: 

"Where a long term view is necessary and a certain amount of 
risk has to be taken, the existing institutions tend, by reason of their 
statutory obligations and traditions, to be conservative and cannot in 
any case m"ly be very helpful. We are envisaging the new Industrial 
Development Bank as a central co-ordination agency, which ultimately 
will be concerned, directly or indirectly. with all problems or questions 
relating to the long and medium term financing of industry and will 
be in a position. if necessary, to adopt and enforce a system of priori-
ties, in promoting future industrial growth." 

I .3. lOBI was established as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Reserve 
Bank of India for providing credit and other facilities for the development 
of industry and for matters connected therewith. 

B. Enlarged Functions 

1 .4. Later in J 975, in terms of the Public Financial Institutions Laws 
(Amendment) Act, 1975, the ownership of 1081 wa~ transferred to the 
Central Government with effect from F-bruary 16, 1976. lOBI was assigned 



the role of the "principal financial institution for co-ordinating, in confor-
mity with national priorities, the working of institutions engaged in financ-
ing. promoting or developing industry, for assisting the development of such 
institutions, for providing credit and other facilities for the development of 
industry and for matters connected therewith." 

1.5. The amendment made in 1975 to the Industrial Development Bank 
of India Act. 1964 brought about a very significant change in the role of the 
lOBI. As an apex financial institution, IDBI has to coordinate, direct 
and monitor operations of all term loan financing institutions in the country. 
At the national level besides the financial institutions such as Industrial 
Finance Corporation of India, Industrial Credit & Investment Corporation 
of India and Industrial Rehabilitation Corporation of India, investment 
institutions, such as Life Insurance Corporation of India, Unit Trust of India 
and General Insurance Corporation of India extend term loans to industry. 
At the state level, institutions like the 18 State Financial Corporations and 
24 State Industrial Development Corporations/State Jndu~trial & Investment 
Corporations set up in various States extend term loans to industry. 

1.6. Although under Section 37 of the IDBI Act, the Board of IDBI 
may make regulations for the purposes of giving effect to the provi ... ion of 
the Act which inter alia may provide for generally the efficient conduct of the 
affairs of the Bank, no detailed regulations have been made especially in 
regard to the supervisory responsibilities entrusted by the amending Act 
of 1975. It also transpired during examination of the representatives of 
the lOBI that there was no guidelines issued by the Government ill regard 
to discharge of the enlarged responsibilities of the Bank. 

1.7. Government had however issued five guidelines so far relating to 
other matters viz., (i) convertability clause and nomination on Board of 
Directors on 1-6-1971 (amended later on 7-5-1973 and 2-8-1980), (ii) assistance 
to public sector undertakings on 19-6-1976, (iii) two guidelines regarding 
promoters contribution on 4-7-1978 and 2-8-1978 and (iv) priority Industries 
(allocation of resources, on 7-6-1979). 

C. Apex Role 

1.8. The mechanism devised so far to achieve the coordination amongst 
the all India financial and investment in!>titutions, is the Inter Institutional 
Meetings (lIMs) and senior Executives Meetings (SEMs) for the purpose of 
deciding on consortium loans. Representation at JIMs by the participating 
institutions has been generally at the Chairman's level and at the 'econd 
level, the senior executives of the institutions have monthly/fortnightly 
meetings where they exchange preliminary views on projects, appoint lead 
institution for processing of projects, consider matters relating to follow 
up projects and exercise of conversion option besides sharing of assistance 
for projects costingupto Rs. 10 crores. The JIMs consider policy matters 
besides sharing of assistance to projects costing above Rs. 10 crorcs. ' 

1.9. As an apex 1inancial institution lOBI is required to ensure that 
its associate institutions function on desired lines and consistently with their 
polic~ objectives. .This is, amongst others, is s!ated to be ensu~(d through 
the directors appolOted by lOBI on the Boards of these msdtutions. 
Besides, lOBI has I'ceo as~i~ncd certain functions undt"r the relnant statutt"s 
in some cases. 
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1 .10. Enume-rating the different facets of the role of lOBI, the Chairman 
lOBI stated in evidence that lOBI was playing an active rolc in promoting 
the industrial development of the country and also in removing the regional 
imbalance by dispersal of credit in the backward area; it was acting as an 
EXIM bank and was also helping in developing capital market, apart from 
coordinating the. work of the financial institutions. It was pointed out 
that lOBI had been assigned the role of catalytic agent for bringing about 
socio-economic transformation in the country. 

I . 11. As regards the inter-Institutional Meetings the Commi'te were 
informed that these meetings had been a useful forum not only for coordi-
nating the functions but also for thrashing out various difficultie~ that 
com: in th) way of the op~rati()ns of financial insritutions. 

I . 12. Another functions that the lOBI was st lted to be performing was 
to assess the credit needs of other financial institutions and integrate the plans 
which other Institutions hav~ made in the total plan of financing by the de-
velopment banks. The Chairman lOBI went on to say :-

"We even go to the extem of scrutinising their resource requirC'ments 
and wherever necessary prune them or satisfy ourselves with regard 
to the need for such financial r ... quirements. Assessment of credit 
requirements is being done generally on an annual basis and on basis 
of the plan-we discuss the matter with the planning commission for 
for allocations of resources." 

1 . 13. The Committee were further informed by the Chairman I OBI 
that the Ministry of Finance advises lOBI the broad guidelines about the 
allocation of resources to the institutions and the priorty-wise 
classification of industrks to be assisted by the institutions. The 
guidelines to the UDm il/ter-alia consisted oj' two lists of industries, 
(a) a list 0" high priority industries and (b) a negative list. The 
industries in list (a) are to be accorded priority for grant of loans and the 
industries in list (b) are not normally eligible for financial assistance. II/terse 
priority among the high priority industries are however not indicated by 
government The Member secretary, planning commission in evidence 
informed the Committee that he was not in favour of rigidity in this regard. 

I . 14. The institutions in their proposals to the Ministry for resources, 
take a view of the industry-wise pattern of the deployment of their funds in 
the ensuing year. The financial institutions prepare comprehensive plans on 
an annual basis for the ftow of institutional finances to all the assisted units 
in private, pUblic, joint and cooperative sectors. An over~' II exercise for 
the sixth plan period covering the years 1980-81 to 1984-1\5 was prepared 
in lOBI in May 1980 taking into account the targets ~et in the draft plan 
for the setting up new capacities as well as for moderni:,ation under various 
industries although, there was no separate allocations of credit for the ex-
pansion of existing units and for new projects. The Committee were also in-
formed that in this plan there was a resource gap, which was to be filled up 
by market borrowings and/or budgetary support. 

1.15. The national five year plans are somewhat indicative in relation 
to the private sector investment, whereas for public sector it could be en-
sured that the plan is adhered to. However, if the mechanism of industrial 
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licensing and development financing is properly used even the private sector 
could be made to adhere to the national plans. 

1.16 The Dagli Committee on Controls and subsidies (May 1979), 
had found ;-

"The typ~ of integration between industrial licensing and 
overall .. planning which had been achieved during the Third 
Plan with the issue of 'Programmes of IndustrL.I Development' 
by the Planning Commission has not been followed lately and 
that the 'Guidelines for industries' issued by the Ministry 
of industry do not have the same organic link between the plan 
and licensing policy. The industrial licensing system has not in 
consequence ensured the development of industries according to plan 
priot ities ; has failed to prevent the growth of capacity in non-essential 
industries; has not also been effective in securing proper regional dis-
persal of industries ; and has not succeeded in containing mono-
polies and the concentration of economic power." 
I . 17 The Committee enquired from the Member Secretary, Planning 

Commission whether there was any ~milar study of the effect of industrial 
development financing, the Member Secretary stated that the development 
banks have a somewhat limited role in regard to the planned development 
and excessive rigidity to make the financing adhere to plan targets could 
be counter productive. He however conceded that though some studies 
on certain aspects of development financing had been undertaken, no com-
prehensive study of the effect of development financing had been made. He 
agreed that such a comprehensive study would be useful. 

I . 18 The main objective of financial institutions, particularly of term 
lending institutions is to help to step up capital formation in socially desirable 
direction. The major deciding criterion in appraisal of projects is staled to 
be the econonmic benefits from a project. In pursuance of the national 
priority of promoting employment in industrial projects, the development 
banks ought to prefer as far as possible labour intensive processes keeping 
in view other socio-economic aspects, at the project appraisal stage. The 
idea is to reconcile growth with social justice. According to the lOBI a 
project may be viable in regard to technical, comm~rcial, managerial 
financial soundness; but these considerations are nOl sufficient for the final 
approval of a project for assistance. The basic test is the expected returns 
from the n:ltional point of view. Asked whether there was any difference in 
appraisal o(projects by the Planning Commission and the JDBJ the com-
mittee were mformed by a representative of the IDBT that there were some 
basic differences. The banks are very particular about the financial viability 
of the projects and they also get into an assessment of entrepreneurship. 
In order to have a pronounced bias towards labour intensive industrialisation 
no norm has yet been evolved by the lOBI. However, the Committee were 
told that in the economic appraisal of the projects a shadow wage rate of 
50 ~/~ of the wage cost is taken into account which has a built-in element of 
choice of labour intensive technology. As against the cut off point of 
12~-:; in terms of internal rate of return (economic) adopted by the Planning 
Commission for clearance of public sector projects, the lOBI adopts 15 %. 
However, a shelf of feasible projects not being available, all feasible projects 
are assisted by the development banks. 
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I .. 19 The Committee required how the managerial ability of an applicant 
was Judged at the time of scrutinising the application : the Chairman. 
lOBI stated that they looked for his experience, qualification, technical back-
ground, manufacturing background and entrepreneurability. .. competence 
o~ the business acumen of the management was a thing over which it was 
d!fficult to anticipate. He observed, "We deal with so many projects of 
ddrer~nt kinds we are, in a way, general practitioners in the art of project 
app fllIsal. " 

1:20 The Mp.mber-Secretary, Planning Commission explained the dif-
fe~J'lce 10 the techniques of project appraisal for the public sector and the 
pnvate sector projects and agreed to consider issue of suitable guidelines 
for project appraisal by the development banks in conformity with the 
planned objectives. 

1.21 In regard to the coordination role of the lOBI. the Member-
SecrelalY, Planning Commission informed the Committee as follows :-

"We have distinct impression that there is better coordination 
among the term lending institutions since 1975 because of the lOBI. 
One of the mechanism for coordinations is the i1Her-institu donal meet-
ings ; secondly lDBt is a shareholder of many of these institutions. 
Taking all these facts into consideration. we feel that the present insti-
tutional set up is sufficient to ensure a high degree of coordination in 
the matter of institutional finance. 

It is also our impression that although the results may not be 
the optimum results, there has been a qualitative improvement in the 
appraisal of projects, particularly of large projects, where joint apprais-
al is necessary. Also it is our impression that the Institutions speci-
alise in various fields, IFCI in hotel and sugar, lOBI in cement and 
fertilizers and in JCICI chemiCals. By this bro '.d division, informally 
agreed upon, I think a judicious mix has been achieved in 
terms of relative specialisation, at the same time achieving a reasonable 
degree of coordination among these institutions." 
J .22 To an enquiry of the Committee as to how the Planning 

Commission had come to the conclusion that the system of appraisal and 
monitoring had improved the Member-Secretary, Planning Commission 
stated: 

"The very fact that the total magnitude of loan financing that is 
handled by these Institutions has increased is an evidence of the grow-
ing capability of our system to appraise projects to monitor them and 
finance them. Also qualitative changes have come about in the whole 
financing pattern. The fact that the term lending institutions are 
much more active in promotional roles like setting up of technical 
consultancy services, provision of seed money assistance and also the 
rate of financing in backward regions in fact do indicate that there has 
been improvement." 

I .23 Asked to give suggestions for improvement in making tbe IDBI 
a really effective instrument of planned industrial development, the Member 
Secretary, Planning CollUDilsion spelt out tbe foUowing issues : 

(0 There is Deed for the financial institutions to strenJthen their 
project appraisal and project monitoring capacity. 
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(jj) Financial institutions should hke more objective view to check 
declining trend in the productivity and the profitability of many 
of the assisted units and rise in debt equity ratio-and to ensure 
thaWSsisted units do not neglect modernisation. 

(iii) Assisted units should move away from family oriented pattern 
of business towards professionalhation of management. 

(iv) Financial institutions could be more effective in terms of pro-
viding feed back to Government on sectoral trends on the changing 
needs, on the changing moods, on the growing sickness and 
health of the industry. 

(v) Planning Commission may have representation on the lOBI 
Board. 

) .24 The Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs explained during 
evidence the various measures taken by the lOBI to bring about coordination 
and uniformity in practices among the financial institutions. He was not 
in favour of rigid control by statutory means. According to him, the pre-
sent informal arrangements in the shape of IIMs and SEMs were working 
fairly satisfactorily. On the Committee pointing out that I1Ms existed 
even before the 1975 amendment in the lOBI Act. the Secretary pointed out 
that they might have existed but : 

"It depends on the content and the manner of their functioning. 
It is our assessment that they have functioned much more effectively 
after the Act came into force. After this law came into force there 
was a detailed memorandum put up to the Board of Directors of lOBI 
by the then Chief Executive of the IDRI where ". numb::r of it::ms 
relating to IDBI's new responsibilities were set out." 

1 .25 On the question of formllising th~se arrangements or giving them 
some statutory character, the Sectretary observed as follows : 

"We have not considered this as necessary. We find that the 
present arrangements provide flexibility. While the Government 
was keen to give to the lOBI a lead role in this matter, it did not want 
that the lOBI should be a superior hierarchical body in the sense that 
it would issue statutory directions, etc." 

1 . 26 In this context, the Secretary confirmed that no guideline was 
issued by the Government to the lOBI in regard to the discharge of enlarged 
responsibilities of the Bank assigned to it by the amending Act of 1975. 

D. Operations of IDBI 

1.27 lOBI operates six major schemes of assistance-viz. project 
finance, soft loan, technical development fund, refinance of industrial 
loans, bills rediscounting and export finance schem !S. Since inception in 
July, 1964 upto the end of June 1980, lOBI sanctioned an aggregate assis-
tance (including guarantees) of Rs. 5679.4 crores covering 1,35.770 appli-
cations and disbursed Rs. 3611.7 crores. The dctwls arc as foilows :-
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,J ,,28 Total resources as at the end of June 1980 aggregated Rs.4291.7 
croi:es comprising (i) share capital of Rs. 105.0 crores; (ii) reserves of Rs. 
~S.6 ctores.; (iii) borrowings from Reserve Bank ofIndia Rs. 1411.7 crores; 
(IV) borrowIngs from the Government of India Rs. 194.6 crores; (v) bond 
issues Rs. 870.0 crores; (vi) loan from LIC Rs. 60 crores; (vii) deposits 
from companies Rs. 50. I crores; and (viii) repayment of past as'li!ltance 
Rs. 1504.7 crores. 

,1.29 It has been claimed by the lOBI that the assistance given by the 
J OBI so far had catalysed or will catalyse an investment of about Rs. 11,700 
crores a,nd directly create or will generate 15.5 lakh new jobs. In this con-
text the Committee desired to know from the lOBI in its capacity of playing 
the apex role whether similar assessment in respect of operations of other 
all India institutions and State level institutions was readily available with 
the lOBI. The representatives of the lOBI stated that they had no consoli-
dated figures in respect of the assistance rendered by all the financia1 insti-
tutions-so was the case in regard to the results of operation of all the State 
financial institutions. The Committee were informed that lOBI would 
shortly bring out a comprehensive Report on Development Banking in 
India which. it was stated, would cover all the development banks at the 
aU India and State levels. 

J .30 When the Committee pointed out that despite the coordinating 
role and overall responsibility for institutional finance, the lOBI was not 
in a position to furnish any data on the overall capital formation 
and employment generation on account of the activities of all the develop-
ment banks and investment institutions coming under its review, the Secre-
tary, Department of Economic Affairs, agreed that the data should be-
come available. 

E. Sectoral divisio"l of work 

1 . 31 During examination of the representatives of the lOBI, the 
Committee enquired whether the lOBI considered it desirable to allot certii~ 
industries to each of the financial institutions. A representative of 'the 
lOBI explained that they did try a sectoral division of work among, the 
financial institutions in the case of soft loan, where to begin with the number 
of applicants was large. To expedite the disposal of applications, it 'wars 
decided to have some kind of division of labour among the three institutionS. 
Over a period of time, when this pressure eased, lOBI found that it 'm's 
more convenient if the same institutions was not asked to deal with one 
industry. r 

1 .32 Asked to comment on this issue, the Member Secretary Planning 
Commission stated as follows :- ' 

"I think there are situations in which this is a desirable develop-
ment. Because as the Dutt Committee themselves pointed out, tM 
capacities for project appraisals are not adequately developed. 
The expertise in this area being relatively scarce, probably it would be 
bcttcr if the limited resources were not frittered a way in the initit~ 
tions appraising the same projects over and over again. Btl" 1 would 
agree that as and when we develop more expertise in ,the whole area 
of project monitoring, project appraisal and project financing, may bo 

1 t LSS/S .1-2 
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we can afford to be more liberal, because a certain degree of competition 
among the institutions, after a certain stage, might have a desirable 
effect on efficiency. But at the present stage of our development. 
I would say that the existing arrangement are, by and large, working 
satisfactorily. . . .. By and large they are moving towards specialis-
ation in respect of industries ...... " 
1 . 33 The Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs stated : 

"With regard to the specific suggestion which has been made 
about allocating special areas or industries to various institutions, 
we do agree that there is a considerable merit in that suggestion. But, 
there are also certain difficulties and one would have to strike a viame-
dia. To the extent that some of the all India financing institutions 
can specialise in a few important industries in the sense that they have 
technical personnel who know the special problems of each industry, 
that would certainly be a great advantage in improving the quality of 
assessments and appraisals made. 

At the same time we have to realise that the resources avail-
ble to each institution happen to be different. They are limited. 
There is also the question of Over-exposure or the apprehension 
of over-exposure of a particular institutions to a particular entre-
preneur. Over-exposure can also take place to an industry as a 
whole. 

For the soft loan scheme, some kind of division of labour was 
undertaken, not merely division of labour but some kind of sectoral 
allocations were made and were found to be useful and it 
is the Government's view that we should encourage this. It may 
not be possible to apply it across the Board for the reasons which 
I have mentioned. But, we certainly will, keep this suggestion in 
view. In fact, we would see how far we can go in this direction." 
1 .34 Under Section ll-A of the Act, lOBI could transfer its rights 

:and interests in relation to any loan or any amount recoverable by it. lOBI 
had been working out details of a participation certificate scheme under which 
project upto Rs. 5 crores will be dealt with in their entirely, by one of the 
all India institutions and the loan assistance and underwriting commit-
ment will be shared by other institutions. The objective is to simplify the 
procedures and consequently delays involved in granting of assistance by 
various institutions as also availment thereof by the assisted industrial 
undertakings so as to facilitate dealings with one institution instead of 
many. 

1.35. The Industrial Development Bank of India was established in 19ft4 
as a wholly-owned subsidiary of the RBI. Amendments made in 1975 to tbe 
JDBI Act 1964, brought about a very significant change in the role ofthe Bank. 
It was no longer a mere operating concern but was also made the "principal 
financial Institution for co-ordinating, in conformity with national priorities, 
tbe working of institutions engaged In financing, promoting or developing 
industry and for assisting the development of such institutions." The per-
formance of the IDBI should therefore be evaluated not only on the basis of 
ijUantllm nnd results of its assistance to the industry but also hal'ing regard to 
if.., rok in or~a"i~r.g !he entire range of term-loan financing for industrial 
.tle-; C!!lPilKilt of the cOlmtry. 
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1.36. Although under Section 37 of the lOBI Act, the Board may make 
'1'eguJatioas for the purpose of giving effect to the provision of the Act "hieh 
inter oUo may provide for generally the efficient conduct of the affairs of the 
Bank, DO detailed regulations have been made especially in regard to the apex 
Tole assigned to it by the amending Act of 1975. There were also DO guid~lines 
issued by the Government in regard to the discharge of the enlarged responsi-
bilities of the Bank. The Committee feel that suitable regulations and guidelines 
are necessary in order to first have a clear concept of the enlarged functions and 
tben ensure the effective discharge of tbe functions. 

1.37. The national Five Year Plans are indicative in relation to the private 
sector investments. However, if tbe mechanism of industrial licensing and 
.development flnancing is properly used even the private sector could be made 
to broadly adhere to the Plan. As regard tbe industrial licencing the Dagli 
Committee on Controls and Subsidies in its report presented in May 1979 had 
observed that lately indu. .. trial licensing and the plans were not properly integra-
ted and added : "The indu .. triallicenlting system has not in consequence ensured 
the development of industries according to plan priorities; has failed to present 
the growth of capacity in non essential industries; has not also been effective in 
securing proper regional dispersal of industries ; and has not succeed .. -d in 
-containing monopolies and the concentration of economic power. •• The Com-
mittee would commend a similar critical study of the results of development 
financing for the industry for taking such corrective steps as may be warranted. 

1 .38. As an apex institution the IDBI ought to be responsible for business 
planning and resource forecasting in respect of the entire range of term loan 
financing of tbe industry in the country. The Committee note that a beginning 
bas ~en made in this direction and a five-year plan has been prepared to coin-
cide with the Sixth Plan. The Committee have, however, been informed 
that there bas been so far no separate allocation of credit for expansion of 
existing industrial units and for new projects. There should be in future 
separate allocation. 

1 39. It is the responsibility, oCthe lOBI to assess and bring out the result.'! 
-of operations of term loan financing of all the financial and investment inleti-
tutions. Here again the IDBI has made just a iK'ginning to bring out a com-
prehensive report on development banking in India. The Committee desire 
that this report should be laid before Parliament annually. 

1.40. The main objective of the financial institutions is to help step up 
capital formation in socially desirable direction. The major deciding cri-
terion in appraisal of projects for assistance is the socio-economic benefits. 
In pursuance of the national priority of promoting employment opportunities \.. 
tbe development banks ought to prefer as far as sible I . tensive ro-

·cesses. Financial viability of a private sector pro ect may be a necessary 
condition but it is not a sufficient condition. The basic test is the 
eXliUi{~retums fr9}D_the nationalpoiot of view. The project appraisal 
tec \lues, - thus, assome crucial importance In the context of realising 
the planned objectives. According to the Member-Secretary, Planning 
Commission there is scope for improvement in regard to projl'Ct appraisal 
and monitoring in view of the decline in productivity and profitability of the 
assisted CODcerns. The Committee recommend that the Planning Commi~ion 
should issue suitable guidelines for the project appraisal Rnd monitoring bJ' the 
development banks. 
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1.41. The IDBI has so far in its 16 years of existence sanctioned an aggre-
gate assistance of Rs. Sj91 crores and disbursed Rs. 3611.7 crores. The IDBI 
has claimed that the assistance rendered by it so far has catalysed or wUl catalys-
ed an investment of about Rs. 11,700 crores and directly created or wm gcuerate 
lS.5lakh new jobs. The lOBI do not have any reliable data in this regard 
for the totality of the assistance rendered by all the term-loan financing lastitu-
tions. It is disappointing to the Committee that this should be so despite the 
coordinating role and the overall responsibility for the institutional ftaaDce 
assigned to the IDBI. The Committee desire that in future the data on the 
overall capital formation and employment generation as well as the value 
added to the economy on account of the activities of all the institutions sho-
uld be brought out annually in the report on the 'Del'elopment Banking in 
India' . 

1 . 42. The projects are assisted by the various institutions upto about 60 
per cent of the cost of eaeh project. The assistance is rendered in combination 
by a number of institutions and in that process there has been a lot of dupli-
cation of efforts. At present there is some vertical division of work between 
the regional and the all India institutions. A sectoral division of work which 
~s been attempted in the case of soft loans has now virtually been abandoned. 

)the Committee feel tbat in the present context of scarcity of resources and 
limited expertise in regard to -project appraisal, duplication of efforts of all 
Indian financial institution should be avoided. They, bowever, note that tbe lead 
bank concept and the proposed participation certificate scheme would avoid 
such a duplication to a large extent. The Committee desire that as far as 
possible each financial institution should exclusively deal witb a few industries 
so that matters could be made simpler to the assisted concerns and there 
could be no duplication of efforts by the financial institutions. This would 
also make for specialisation and better expertise in project appraisal. 

1 .43. There is not much of a formal control by the IDBI over other 
financial institutions except in relation to the IFel and tbe SFCs. However, 
certain enabling provisions for exercising a measure of control have been in 
the Articles of Association of SIDCs/SUCs. The coordination among 
the institutions is mainly ensured through Inter-Institutional Meetings and 
uniformity on policies secured informally. In this connection the Committee 
would like to recall what the then Finance Minister said when the lOBI Bill 
was considered by I'arliament. According to bim the lOBI would be concerned 
directly or indirectly with all problems or questions relating to tbe long 
and medium t('rm financing of industry and would be in a position, if necessary, 
to adopt and enforce a system of priorities in promoting future industrial growth. 
The Committee desire that after a critical study of the effect of industrial finan-
cing .<; recommended by them, a review of working arrangement between the 
IDBI nnd it sister institutions should be made to see whether it should be 
placed on a formnl footing to achieve better results. Incidentally the 
Committee would commend the Idea of having a nominee of the Planning. 
Commission on the Board of (he lOBI. 



CHAPTER II 
DIRECT PROJECT ASSISTANCE 

2.1. lOBI's direct project assistance comprises (a) loans, underwriting 
-of or direct subscriptions to share issues and deferred payment guarantees 
under the project finance scheme; (b) soft loan assistance for modernisation 
in respect of selected industries; and (c) technical development fund assis-
tance for import of balancing equipment of small value. In addition to these 
schemes, lOBI's domestic direct operations cover rehabilitation programmes 
for sick units. . 

2.2. As at the end of June 1980, lOBI sanctioned assistance to 640 
companies under project finance scheme, 245 companies under soft loan 
scheme and 115 companies under TOF Scheme. Of these, 70 companies 
arc common as they have been assisted under more than one scheme of assis-
tance. Thus, as at the end of June 1980, lOBI sanctioned assistance under 
its direct project finance schemes to 930 companies. 

A. Project Finance Scheme 

2.3. lOBI gives direct assistance by way of term loans. subscriptions 
to or underwriting of issues of shares or debentures and guarantees. Assis-
tance is usually granted for new projects as weB as for expansion, modernisa-
tion or renovation of existing units. lOBI's assistance extends to medium 
and large scale projects undertaken by public limited companies in the pri-
vate, joint or public sectors and by co-operatives. lOBI gives special atten-
tion to projects involving large capital outlays or sophisticated technology, 
promoted by technician entrepreneurs, located in less developed areas and/or 
exploring new technology which might not find ready support from other 
institutions. 

2.4. lOBI normally charges 11.85 %* per annum on its term loans 
and underwriting commission of 2.5 % on the face value of shares under-
written by it (1.5 % in the case of underwriting of debentures). However, 
in case of projects set up in the backward districts and areas specified by 
the Planning Commission for the purpose, a concessional rate of 10.25 %* 
per annum and 50 % of normal underwriting commission is charged. This 
<:oncession is available for aggregate term loan of Rs. 2 crores and underwri-
ting upto Rs. 1 crore by lOBI, IFCI and ICICI. Besides, along with other 
institutions, lOBI provides direct concessional loan assistance upto RI>. 2 
<:rores for purchase and/or installation of captive power generation and distri-
bution systems to projects in the North-Eastern and Himalayan Hill Regions. 

2.5. lOBI, along with IFCI and ICICI, operates a system of common 
appraisal under which an entrepreneur need to submit his application in the 
Common Loan Application Form to only one institution, which is proCes/iCd 
by the 'lead' institution within a time bound programme of about fOllr to 
five months. 

-------.--~.---... -----
.Rates effective prior to 2 March 1981. 
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2.6. ID.BI intimated (Nov. 1980) that projects that come for direct 
assistance to the lOBI get the necessary clearance from the Government at 
the stage of licensing. While appraising a project, thc lOBI also takes into 
account targets laid down in the Five ~ear Plans and ,?nc. of the consider~
tions has always been whether the project would be wlthm the targets laid 
down in the Plan. T1lUs the lOBI tries to ensure satisfaction of social objec-
tives and national priorities subjc(..1:, of course, to the soundness of projects. 
The major deciding criterion in its appraisaJ of projects, therefore, has always 
been according to thc IDBI thc economic benefits the nation would derive 
from a project. 

'2.7. Monitoring of the directly assisted projects is done by means of 
calling for quarterly progress reports by reviewing of balance sheets, profit 
Hnd Joss account and annual re ports. by periodical follow-up actions. by 
appointmcnt of nominee directors, by attending the annual general meetings 
and by discussions with entrepreneurs. 

2.8. Assistance disbursed under the project finance scheme during the 
16 years aggregated Rs. 931.0 crores forming 62 per cent of the sanctions. 
It covered 640 companies. The disbursals comprised of Rs. 857.5 crores of 
loan a~sistance and Rs. 73.5 crores of capital subscribed. 

'2.9. At the end of June 1980, lOBI held shares and debentures of indus-
trial concerns of the paid-up value of Rs. 63.3 crores and its loan assistance 
aggregati ng Rs. 742.8 crores was outstanding. 011 an average, 90 per cent 
of debentures and preference shares and 60 per cent of equity capital under-
written has been devolving on the lOBI and is subscribed by the lOBI. 

2.10. Asked as to who was the single largest borrower a representative 
of the lOBI informed the Committee that it was the Gujarat Narmada Valley 
Fertilizer Project, whose capital cost was Rs. 445 crores of which the lOBI's 
assistance "lone was about Rs. 237 crores. It is a joint sector project owned 
by the Gujarat State Fertilizer Corporation and the Gujarat Government 
and according to the witness there was going to be public issue of shares to 
the extent of 5J ~~ of the equity capital. The Committee were informed by the 
Secretary. Department of Economic Affairs that the loan assistance of the 
IDBI was made up of Rs. 201 crores from the Development Assistance Fund 
and Rs. 36.41 from the General Flmd of the lOBI. The OAF is provided by 
Government to those projects which are potentially risky or low profit yielding 
but at the same fime are of national importance. 

2.11. Sar.ctions under project finance scheme during 1979-80 which 
amounted to Rs. 313.6 crores were 17% higher than in the year ]978-79. 
Disbursements at Rs. ]46.5 crores were. however, 34% lower. 79 Units 
did not draw the loan sanctioned to them. Of the assistance sanctioned in 
1979-80. the share of new, expansion and diversification projects at Rs. 
] 79 . 9 crores was lower compared with Rs. 238.6 crores in the preceding year. 
Nearly two-firths of the total sanctions during the year 1979-80 was to meet 
cost over-runs of projects assisted earher, but of this Rs. 10].2 crores was 
accounted for by one project alone, that of Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertili-
zers Co. Ltd. 
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2.12. The Committee were informed by lOBI that the entire amount 
of Rs. 101.2 crores has been sanctioned (to Guja.rat Narmada Valley Ferti-
lizer Co. Ltd.) out of Development Assistance Fund with the prior approval 
of the Government of India. Such large magnitude of over-run assistance 
has not so far been sanctioned to any other project. 

2. B. Asked how far it was prudent to finance a single project like 
Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizer Co. Ltd. to the extent of Rs. 237 crores, 
a representative of lOBI stated as follows :-

"It is a very difficult question to answer. The fertilizer pricing 
i<; left with the Government. There is a separate committee for that 
and they decide the price. On the basis of today's prices it is not going 
to be available unit. But we have taken up.the matter with the Govern-
ment. They have assured us they will so fix the prices that it will 
become a viable unit. Now, it is anybody's guess. But it is an impor-
tant project. The project has to be started. So apart from the funds 
we have provided with Government's concurrence and a part of it has 
come from the General Fund because of the large amount involved." 

2. ) 4. The purpose-wise break-up of the amount of Rs. 313.6 Crores 
sanctioned during 1979-HO is given below:--

SJ. Purpose 
No. 

1. New 

2 

2. Expansion/Diver-
sific<ltion 

3. Modemisatil~"1 
Balancing equip-
ment 

4. Supplemelltarv 
assistance 

S. Snbscriptiotl to 
rights issue 

--.--- ------

(Rs. in crolel) 

Amount 5.1nctioned 

Loan Underwriting Total 
. -----------._------- -.----- .. - -----

No. of Amount No. of Amount No. of Amount 
Projects Projects Projects 

---- -.--.-----
3 4 6 7 8 

39 118.6 37 16.2 49 134.8 

24 40.8 S 4.3 26 45.1 

10 11.6 10 11.6 

24 104.2 4 17.6 26 121.8 

0.3 0.3 

275.1 38,4 111 313.6 

Note : Column 3 and S do Dot add up to total No. of projects iD Column 7 as same 
projocts have been sanctioned loaD and underwriting. 

2. 15. Dealing with the decline in the loan disbursements under project 
finance scheme during 1979-80, lOBI in a note, intimated that the decline was 
mainly attributable to lower disbursals in respect of one large project viz 
Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizer Co. Ltd. Assistance disbursed to this 
project during the year ]979-80 was only Rs. 6 crores compared to Rs. 67.5 
crores during 1978-79. Besides, economic uncertainties, power shortage and 
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nOll-availability of critical construction materials, such as cement and steel, 
are also stated to have delayed the implementation schedules of ~ DUPlPer of 
projects resulting into reduced level of disbursement by lOBI. 

B. Soft Loan Scheme 

2.16. lOBI extends soft loans, under a scheme introduced in Nqvember, 
1976, to units in selected industry groups viz. cotton teJetiles, jute, cement, 
sugar and specified engineering industries (including diversification p.f m.ini 
steel plants) to enable them to overcome th~ backlog in mod~rnlsa~lon. 
replacement and renovation of plant and machmery, so as to achieve higher 
and more economic levels of production and improve their comPetitiveness. 
The basic criteria for assistance under the scheme is weakness or non-viability 
of the industrial concerns arising out of mechanical obsolescence. 

2. 17. The scheme is operated in participation with the IFCI and the 
IClCI, with the overall responsibility vesting in the lOBI. IFCI is the lead 
institution for jute and sugar industries, ICICI for engineering and lOBI for 
cotton textiles and cement industries. 

2.18. The loans under the Soft Loan Scheme are extended on conces-
sional terms not only in regard to the rate of interest but also regard~itg pro-
moter's contribution, debt-equity ratio, initial moratorium and repayment 
period. In pursuance of the decision taken by the Government of India, 
loans under this scheme have also been exempted from the convery:ibility 
stipulation. 

2.19. The amount sanctioned under the scheme in 1979-80 was Rs. 
94.2 crores on 77 applications as agsinst Rs. 106.5 crores on 92 applications 
in the previous year. Explaining the reasons for decline in the flow of appli-
cations under this scheme, it has been stated that "perhaps a good part of the 
pent up demand for modernisation assistance needed by the textile industry, 
the main beneficiary of the scheme, has been taken care of." 

2.20. The Committee desired to know whether there was any plan to 
bring in other industries under the ambit of this scheme. The Cbaipnan, 
lOBI informed the Committee that consequent to the modificatiQ!ls wising 
out of budget proposals in 1980-81 in the matter of stipulation of converti-
bility clause for the term loans from institutions and non-applicabiij~y q,f the 
clause for assistance given for modernisation to any industry, finariCiid IOsti-
tutions were now considering proposals from all industries for modeqtjsation 
assistance at normal rates of interest and terms and without conyer#bility 
stipulation. However, for rehabilitation of weak units, institutions would 
extend aS6i~tance at concessional terms as warranted on the merits of each 
case. A c1carar.ce from the Government was awaited. 

2.21. The Committee were also informed by the Chairman,IDSI 
that under tbe soft loan scheme assistance was extended to weak, not-
50-weak and better off unit~. Asked to define these units, the Cbatrman, 
lOBI stated that weak units were tbose whose capital and resenc~' bad 
teen c::rct!cd to the extent of 50% or more on account of 10sses'ilu:iU'red 
by thm. not-sa-weak were those whose capital and res:rves bad eroded 
less th~n 50 % and better otT units were those making profits. ' 
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2.22. Ou an enquiry, the Chairman stated that they employed a very 
ftcxible approach because of the different types of units which they were 
suppo~ed to assist-there were no guidelines as they could not pa),c a 
rigid norm. . . ~ 

2.23. In a note submitted after the evidence, lOBI informed the 
Committee that-

"Under the soft loan scheme, assistance is extended to weak, 
not-so-weak and better of units. The rate of interest charged by 
lOBI prior to revision in interest rate on account of interest tax is 
as follows: 

The soft component is extended at 7.5 % and the qalance 
at I] % p.a. 

1. Wea k "II its 
2. Not so weak unit~ 

3. ~ttcr of 'mits 

Interest rate 

Soft a'llance 
componont 

100% Nil 
Varying bet \\~'Cn 21 ~: 
to 80 % depending u.,on 
the dividend paying 
car.acity of tho units 
on the basi~ of dividend 
Ii., ked forrnul~. 

20% 80% 

2.24. Asked whether there was any remedy open to an entrepreneur in 
case he was not satisfied with the decision of the Executive Committee on his 
application for soft/conccssionaJ loan, the representative of lOBI stated that 
aweal against rejection of application could be entertained by the Chairman. 
The witness, however, conceded that the fact that appeal against the decision 
of the Executive Committee lay before the Chairman had not been mentioned 
in aily of their pUblicity material. 

C. Rehabilitation Fjllallce 
2.25 There are at present 82 sick units handled in the Rehaqilitation 

Division· of the lOBI. The particulars of assistance sanctioned aoC! out-
standing tl.5 on June 30, 1980 to public sector units, joint sector units and pnb-
lic limited companies among them is as under:-

(R~. in lakhs) 
-Na~r;;-~~d-;;nit~-- -----N~- As;i~ta~cc as on 30-6-1980 -.--... 

(~tesory-wisc) -----

(i) Public sector undertakinp 
{whOre share hOldings of 
Oovt. &, Govt. Under· 
taJdngs e"cecd 50%ofshare 
capitan. . . . 

(Ii) JOint soctor undertakinss 
(iii) Public limited compan~ 

TarAL 

Sanctioned OutslandiDI 
-Loans- Under- Loaos SubSCri': 

~ritinJ p'~Qn 

26 4534 SIS 3657 402 
5 432 58 359 2S 

51 1879 479 2415 396 ----_._--
82 784S 1070 6431 823 

. __ .-----------",._-.. --_ ... -.-------~- .. -
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2.26. lOBI intimated (March, 1981) that among the three all India 
institutions viz. lOBI, IFCI and ICICI, there were 122 sick units as on O:cem-
her 1980 and the total amount of dues in default from them was Rs. 67.23 
crores. 

2.27. An industrial unit is de:;ignated as sick taking an overall view of 
the operations and financial p:>sition of the unit, and in plrticular. th~ follo-
wing features:-

(i) continuous cash losses for a p:rioj of 2 yeus or continuous ero-
sion in the net worth, say by 50% ; 

(ii) continuous defaults in meeting four conseciJtive hatf-Yl!arly instal-
ments of interest or principal on the institutional loans ; 

(iii) short-fall in the margin for bank advanc:s and p:rsistent irregu-
larities in operations of the unit's credit limits with the banks; and 

(iv) mounting arrears on account of statutory or other liabiliti~s, say. 
for a period of one or two years. 

2.28. On identification of one or more of aforesaid symptoms, the lead 
institution among the financial institutions involved in the project assess the 
position and depending upon the state of health of the unit classify the unit 
as sick. The above criteria have been evolved as per the concensus arrived 
at 11M dated 19th February, 1979. immediately thereafter, the lead insti-
tution in consultation with other lenders to the undertaking (including the 
banker!'; involved in providing working capital a!>sistance) take measures inten-
ded to restore the health to normalcy. 

2.29. The measures adpoted by the Bank for rehabilitating sick units 
vary from unit to unit depending upon the particular circumstances and the 
problem~ faced by each one. Rehabilitation schemes are drawn up for poten-
tially viable units in such a way that with the grant of certain reliefs and con-
cessions. they would turn the corner within a reasonable p:riod and would 
again be able to service debts on normal terme;. IDBl seeks the help and 
cooperation of other participating financial institutions and commercial 
banks, besides the Central and State Governments in appropriate cases. 

2.30. There is no provision under the law which enables effective take 
over of a sick unit by the lOBI. However, lOBI has been able, by persuation 
or by invoking the covenants of the loan agreement with the cooperation of 
co-term lenders, to bring about change in the effective management to its 
satisfaction. This has been possible either by professionalisation of the 
Board of Directors and/or executive management, takeover of the manage-
ment by a third p:uty or bringing about a merger. 

2.31. lOBI has intimated that it has been able to nurse back to normal 
health 12 out of 82 sick units so far. 

2.32. The Committee were informed by a representative of lOBI 
that there were different definitions adopted by different institutions in re-
gard to the term 'sick unit'. Though the lead institution takes a decision hav-
ing regard to lOBI guidelines about the scikness of a unit, the Reserve Bank 
of India had certain other criteria. 
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2.33. The Committee were also informed that lOBI had constituted a 
Coordination Committee to go into this issue-certain data was being collect-
ed for the purpose. Asked whether the all India figures of sick units were 
available, the Secretary. O=partment of Economic Affairs informed that:-

"The information for medium industrial units as well as for lar-
ger units was available. The only problem has been with regard to the 
small units below Rs. I crore which has also now been collected." 

D. COnl'ertibility of Loun illfo Equity 

2.34. Following the recommendations of the Industrial Licensing 
Policy Enquiry Committee. Guidelines were issued by the Government of 
India in terms of which the all India financial institutions (AIFIs) started 
stipulating conversion rights in respect of loans sanctioned to the industrial 
units, commencing from 1970-71. The purpose of stipulation/exercise of 
conversion rights are two-fold viz. (i) to have a due share of the prosperity 
of the concerns assisted out of public funds and (ii) to participate in the mana-
gem::mt of the assisted concerns. 

2.35. While stipulating the conversion rights the AIFls specify the 
quantum of the loan to be converted (not exceeding 20~';: of the loan), rate 
of conversion (i.e. whether at par or at a premium) and the pariod during 
which such cODversion rights are to be exercised. The institutions applied 
the conversion rights in respect of all loans exceeding Rs. SO lakns upto July, 
1980 and in resp:ct of loans of Rs. 100 lakhs and above during the subsequent 
period. Furtner. tne guidelines require that the institutions may not exercise 
the conversion rights where, as a result of the conversion. the total share-
holding of the AIFIs, nationalised banks, Central and State Governments. and 
the Government Corporations would exceed 51 % of the total equity of the 
company (this was reduced to 41 % with effect from July I, 1980). Loans 
extended under the Soft Loan Scheme or for Modernisation are exempted 
from conversion stipulations. Upto the year ended 30 June. 1980. the ins-
titutions stipulated conversion rights in 569 cases involving an aggregate 
loan assistance of Rs. 1712.35 crores. Break-up is given below:-

Particulars of cases where conversiOlr option has been stipulated/exer
cised/waived by the financial innitutions position as on 30-6-80. 

(i) Conversion option stipulated 
(ii) CJnversion option exercised 
(iii) Conversion option waived . 
(iv) Conversion right fallen due and yet to be exer-

cised as on 31-1-81 . 
(v) ~riod for cxercise of conversion yet to commcence 

TOTAL (ii to v) 

(Rs. in crores) 

No of Lolln Amoun t 
cases Amounts converted 

waived 

569 1754.24 
81 15loll 20.76" 

128 156.36 30.87· 

45 70.54 
liS 1376.23 

569 1754.24 
"In some of the CUM.'S conversion was stipulated at lower than :!O~;.;, 
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2.36. The Committee enquired w.hat criteria w~re followed in exer -
cising the option in some cases and not in others, a representatiye of lOB I 
said in evidence:- ' 

"We exercised the option when it was felt desirable from both pOints 
of view. either from the point of view of profitability or in the interest 
of bringing about a Change or better management." 
2.37. It was also clarified by the witness on an enquiry of the Commit-

tee that the convertibility was not applicable to the State level financial 
institutions. 

2.38. In a note submitted to the Committee after evidence lOBI inti-
mated that there are 128 cases where the institutions waived the co~version 
rights. Conversion rights are waived mainly for two reasons: when· the 
total shareholding by the AIFIs. nationalised banks, etc., would exceed the 
stipulated level of the total equity of the company on exercise of slJC~ rights, 
the institutions waive their rights in .conf<?rmity with th.e government BUi~c
lines. The 128 cases, where conversion rights were waived 16 cases J)eJong 
to this category. The other category where the conversion rights are not 
exercised pertains to cases where the concerns are not performing wen and 
as such their shares are quoted at a discoWlt in the share market. 'and the 
institutions having considered all relevant factors felt that it is not desirable 
to exercise the conversion option. 

2.39. In so far as the lOBI was concerned conversion option was 
exercised in 80 cases (Rs. 4.92 crores). The option was not exercised ill 54 
-cases (Rs. 7.5 crores). There were four concerns where the conversion of 
loan into equity resulted in loss to the lOBI. It was clarified by the lDBI 
"Most of the shares acquired by lOBI by conversion of loans have been 
retained by it. Because of fluctuations in the stock market quotations, the 
value of some of these shares may, at certain point of time, go down below 
the cost of acquisition of such shares by lOBI, thereby putting 101)1 at a 
loss. Such losses would. however, be notional as the shares are not actually 
-disposed by lOBI and might have been real had lOBI actually disposed 
of the shares at lower rates. Where shares acquired out of convcrsiop were 
unloaded in the market by lOBI, no losses were incurred." 

2 . 40. As regards need for changes in the existing scheme, the ~mmit
tee were informed during evidence that lOBI had made certain proposals 
to the Government about the conversion guidelines. 

E. Working Capital Assistance 
2.41. lOBI normally does not grant assistance for working capital. 

Margin money for working capital is a part of overall project cost a1td is 
taken into account for the overall financing pattern. In cases where the 
.completion of the projects is delayed. there is normally cost overrun and the 
margin money provided in the onginal project cost is often utilised in meet-
ing the overrun. Sometimes the units commence partial productiop and 
incur losses wluch are taken lOto account 10 arriving at the revised' pre. ~ect 
.cost and the means of finance in,clude provision for such losses. ~rFJore. 
strictly speaking there are no cases where lOBI has provided regular'work-
ing capital finance. However, there are a few cases where IDBI had provided 
iinance to cover the deficit in working capital due to cash losses. 
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2.42. During discussion with the representatives of the Bank. the 
Committee desired to know the policy of lOBI in respect of providing work-
ing capital. The Chairman, lOBI explained the position as follows:-

"By and large, it is not the policy of the Bank to finance working 
capital at all. Bllt there have been some cases where the units have 
become sick and the commercial banks have expressed their inability 
to continue to finance the cash losses and. on the suggestion of the 
Government, we have had a meeting with the commercial banks, gone 
into the reasons and decided on a programme of rehabilitation. In 
such cases, we have agreed to share the cash losses. Otherwise. ordi-
narily we do not fin'OlDce the working capital except in respect of cases 
where small composite loans have been sanctioned .... during the last 
three years there are five cases where we have sanctioned working capi-
tal finance." 

~.43. Asked to explain the criteria fvllowed in making exceptions, 
the Chairman, lOBI stated: 

"The role of providing working capital is left to the commercial 
banks. They also sometimes come in to provide term fin'lnce by way 
of' p:uticipation to the extent of 25 to 30 per cent. Exceptions to this 
rule or to this procedure followed by financial institutions to 
provide working capital are only in those cases where the institution 
had to come to a decision to revive a unit or to rehabilitate 
a unit which is closed down or which is about to be closed 
down. Secondly. it is where the financial institutions is satisfied 
that the basic viability is there and the commercial banks are 
unwilling to come forward to provide additional working capital. 
Thirdly it is where the exposure of the financial institutions is so large 
that but for the intervention, the unit will not be opened. The fourth 
consideration is the management behind the Unit. If we find that a 
situation has arisen as a result of bad management. then we would 
think twice before we pump further money into the Wlit unless we are 
fairly assured that there would be change in the manr-gement or a care 
will be taken to see that those who have mismanaged the unit are not 
to be in charge of the show. These are the broad guidelines under 
which we provide working capital. Otherwise it is not the policy of 
the financial institutions to provide working capital." 
2.44. From October 1978 to May 1980, IDBI sanctioned loan for 

purposes of working capital to the tune of Rs. 10.67 cror~s to twelve comp-
anies as in a statement furnished to the committee subsequently. 

2.45. The Committee pointed out that one of the main reasons for 
sickness is the lack of working capital or cash flow difliculties. Asked if it 
would not be desirable that while sanctioning term loan, lOBI should tie 
it up with the commercial Banks to ensure that working capital requirements 
are met in time, the Chairman, lOBI said;-

"We are actually working in that direction .... This question was 
cngaging our attention and we also started safeguarding our position. 
We decided about two years ago that beforc disbursement we must 
get the sanction of the approval of the commercial banks for working 
capital." . 
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2.46. Seeing the force of the suggestions, the Secretary Department 
·of Economic Affairs said in evidence:-

"The suggestion is very valuable. It has already been made. There 
was a positive response from the ex-Chairman of IDBL Other 
Committees like the Butcher Committee had gone into this matter: 
and the RBI and others have set up some arrangement under which 
this coordination has to be secured. But basically the difficulty has 
been to secure, say, 4 or 5 years in advance any commitment from one 
bank or the other as to the working capital to be provided to a parti-
cular project." 

f: Role of Nominee Directors 

2.47. The guidelines, issued by Government state that "the financial 
institutions should nominate their representatives on the Boards of all select-
ed concerns where substantial financial assistance has been sanctioned and 
where the convertibility clauses have been incorporated in the financial assis-
tance agreement. In other cases, the financial institutions will exercise their 
discretion whether or not to nominate directors on the Board of assisted 
<:oncerns. " 

2.48. As on 31 December 1980, lOBI had appointed 2R8 nominees on 
the Boards of 487 assisted companies, of whom 205 were officials and 83 
non-officials. However the Committee were informcd in evidence that there 
were 108 companies in the Project Finance Division. 94 in Soft Loan 
Division and 19 in Rehabilitation Finance Division, where nominee 
diTcctors had not been appointed. 

2.49. Asked how a number of assisted concerns went without nominee 
Directors, a representative of the lOBI stated that ill some of these other 
financial institutions might have their nominees on the Boards. Explaining 
1 he policy he said-

"We have got six institutions three development banks and three 
investment institutions. These are lOBI, IFCI, ICICI and UTI, LlC 
and GIC. As explained earlier, we have got the lead institution concept. 
Whenever we sanction assistance to a company, the lead institution 
ti'.kcs u{) the question of appointing the nomine'.:. Th~y make the fir~t 
appointment and one more is mad: by til'! inv<!stment institution if it 
becomes necessary.' 

2.50. When the Committee enquired whether the assisted concerns 
had directors from atleast one of the financial institutions the representative 
of the IDBI disclosed that there were 119 companies which did not have 
nominee director from any of the institutions. The reasons according to him 
could be either they were very small companies or the disbursements had 
commenced very recently. Subsequently the lOBI intimated in a note that 
out of 849 lOBI assisted companies as on 31-12-1980 in 167* companies no 
institution has appointed Directors and in 287 cases more than one institu-
tional nominee have been appointed. 
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2.51. Asked whether there was any review of the role, of the nominee 
.directors especially in regard to assisted concer ns which had eitt.er turt1ed 
sick or had shown signs of sickness, the Secretary Deptt. of fcor.ernie Affai rs 
stated as follows:-

"This issue has been exercising the mind of the Government as 
well as of the IOB[ and the other institutions. We are conscious of 
the fact that the institution of nominee directors while it is adequate 
in a number of cases, falls short of the requirements in many other 
cases, especially when units get into trouble. Recently, the [OBI has 
commissioned a study on the role and functions of the nominee direc-
tors and we look forward to the conclusions of this committee with 
some anticipation. We are also of the view that may be some new ini-
tiatives are necessary because of the enormity of sickness which has 
been growing over the years. We have been in touch with the lOBI 
and they have put forward some suggestions for consideration. This 
is an area which certainly requires deep study and much greater atten-
tion than it has received hitherto." 
According to the guidelines issued by Government, the financial ins-

titutions, in consultation with the JDBI, will be responsible for laying down 
drills for feeding the directors and feed back to themselves so that institutional 
participation in the management of assisted concerns, particularly at the 
policy level developed into a meaningful reality. 

2.52. As at the end of June 1980, the lOBI sanctioned assistance to 
930 companies under the direct project finance schemes consistiog mainly of 
Project Finances soft loans and technical development fund assistance. A,<Jlsis- l 
tance disbursed under the Project Finance Scheme during the 16 years aggre-
gated Rs. 931 crores. The disbursals comprised of Rs. 857.5 crores of loan 
assistance and Rs. 73.5 trores of capital subscription. The Committee nrc 
concerned to note that nearly two-fifths of the total sanctions during the year 
1979-80 was to meet cost over-runs of the projects a<Jlsisted earlier and of this 
Rs. 101.2 trores ",as accounted for by a single project viz. GuJarat Narmada 
Valley FertiUzers Co. Ltd. This shows that something is wrong with the hlitial 
project appraisal. The result will be undoubtedly reduction in anticipated pro-
ject benefits botb in financial ana economic terms. The position thus call for an 
-ex;amination to evolve suitable and effective monitoring and control techniques. 

2.53. The soft loan scheme for modernisation introduced In November 
1976 covered cotton textiles, Jute, cement, sugar and specified engineering indo.~ 
tries. Of late there has been a decline in the level of assistance rendered under 
this scheme, tbe demand for modernisation needed by the textile industry, tbe 
main beneficiary of the scheme, having been largely met. The Committee re-
commend that the scheme should be cYotended to other sectors of industry on 
the basis of an assessment of the need for modernisation. It is not uncommon 
that request for assistance for modernisation Is turned down. The Committee, 
however, understand tbat an appeal against the rejection could be entertained 
by the Chairman, lOBI. The Committee would like this fact to be puLliclsoo 
for the information of the prospective users of the assistance. 

2.54. The fairly widespread sIckness in industry causes grave concern 
to the Committee. Among the industrial units assisted by the all india financial 

·At the time of factual verification IDSI informed as foJ1ow~:-
"If the companies which were assistell under more than one scheme or which got m:r-

1!..:d etc. are taken into account. the number would be less." 
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institutions viz. IDBI, IFCI and ICICI there were III sick units as on 31 Decem-
ber 1980. Of tbese, 84 were handled by the lOBI for rehabilitation as on 30 
June 1980. The Committee feel that the monitoring aod rehabilitatioD of the 
sick units on all India basis should be the responsibility of tbe lOBI. At present 
there seems to be no clear concept of whicb types of units could be regarded as 
sick. There also seems to be some duplication of efforts betweeD tbe RBI 
and the lOBI. The Committee desire that uniform guidelines sbould be evolved 
to determine which units are sick and wbat follow-up action should be taken to 
norse tbem back to normal health. The all India position in this regard should 
be reflected in the report, 'Development Banking in India' brought out by the 
lOBI in future. 

2.55. LoaDS are converted into equity since 1970-71 as per guidelines given 
by the Government. The purpose is stated to be to have a share of tbe prosperity 
of tbe assisted concerns and to participate in their management. Out of 569 
cases where the conversion option was stipulated by the all India financial 
institutions, the option was waived so far (June 1980) in 128 cases. The Com-
mittee desire that since the scheme has been in operation for 10 years DOW, 
furtber guidelines should be issued. These guidelines should bring out the 
circumstances under wbich the option could be waived or how and at what sta¥e 
the conversion should take place. A stage of conversion could be a certam 
level of production attained by a unit. 

2.56. Working capital is an important determinant of the success of aD 
industrial project but is seldom recognised by the financial institutions. Barring 
certain exceptions the lOBI has not extended working capital assistance and it 
is left entirely to be organised by the commercial banks. However, at tbe pro-
ject appraisal stage no firm commitment is obtained from the commercial banks 
who also participate in term-loan financing. Often lack of working capital is the 
cause of sickness industry. Tbe Committee are of the view tbat the commercial 
banks need not be associated in a big way in term-loan financing ; instead they 
should be committed to working capital accommodation. An arrangement 
in this regard should be worked by the IDBI for the guidance of all the financial 
institutions and enforced. 

2.57. In terms of the loan agreement, the financial institutions and invest-
ment institutions are empowered to have their nominees on the Boards of Direc-
tors of tbe assisted units. The Committee note that out of 849 IDRI assisled com-
panies as on 31 December 1980, 167 were witbout a nominee 011 their boards 
from any institution. Jt is not clear as to how many of these 167 companies 
arc sick. Further, no study of the role of nominee directors has been made so 
far. It is only recently that the lOBI has commissioned such a study. According 
to the Member Secretary, Planning Commission, the role of nominee directors 
was not quite satisfactory and there was need for feedback to government on 
sectoral trends and health of industry for future planning. As per the guide-
lines issued by Government, the financial institutions, in consultation with the 
IDBI, will be responsible for laying down drills for feeding the directors and 
feedback to themselves so that institutional participation in the management of 
assisted concerns, particularly at the policy level develops Into a meaningful 
reality. The Committee recommend that Government should give a new look 
at the institution of nominee directors and assess its contribution especially in 
regard to sick DOits in order to evolve fresh guidelines on tbe basis of tbe experi-
ence gained. 



CHAPTER m 
EXPORT FINANCE 

A. Qllantllm of Assistance 

3. J. lOBI widened the field of export finance after an amendmentto 
the Act in 1972. lOBI confines its export assistance to term-credit for export 
of goods and services on deferred terms. lOBI endeavours to tailor such 
credit to suit the individual requirements. To this end, lOBI has been 
operating a variety of schemes for the promotion of exports of engineering 
and capital goods from India. lOBI offers financial assistance on liberal 
credit terms to enable Indian exporters to compete in the international market. 
lOBI also operates a scheme for financial assistance to the overseas buyers for 
purchase of engineering goods. 

3.2. The Committee were informed in evidence by the Chairman. 
lOBI that as at the end of June 1980 the total export finance involved was 
Rs. 390 crores and the actual disbursement was Rs. 208 crores. Out of these 
Rs. 208 crores, Rs. 108 crores was for direct loans for exports. 

3.3. Assistance sanctioned by lOBI under e"port finance schemes 
during the last three years 1977-78. 1978-79 and 1979-80 are given below:-

Scheme~ 

I, Direct loar.s for exporls 
2. Refinance of export credit 
3. O"erseas buyers credit 
4, Foreign lines of credit . 
S. Overseas investment finance 
6. Pre-shipment credit 
7. Guarantees. 

TOTAL 

(R.~. in crores) 

Assistance Sanctioned 

)977·78 

)8.1 
6.6 
3 .1 

19.5 

50.0 

97.3 

1978-79 1979·80 

12.5 
S.9 
2.9 

36.6 
2.6 

64.9 

128.4 

IS. I 
6.3 

41.0 
7.1 
1.4 

100.1 

174.0 

3.4. The Committee desired to know the extent to which export 
financers helped promote industrial development of the country, the Chair-
man, lOBI stated in evidence: 

"It will be very difficult to say that, exactly as a result of this advanc-
ing of funds for promoting exports and what the contribution for indus-
trial development of our country will be. It will be very difficult to 
quantify that." 

25 
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3. S. The lOBI has assisted so far 10 joint ventures, 41 turnkey projects 
and 90 construction projects. Asked as to how the financing of joint ventures 
abroad helped the industrialisation of our country, a representative of lOBI 
stated "It involves the export of capital goods from here." The Chairman, 
lOBI added :-

"We are advancing funds to these person.c;, they will start their 
joint ventures. We are advancing money to these entrepreneurs ; 
they will invest their funds there. The security is the shares which are 
being issued by these companies. The entrepreneur puts in his iavest-
ment which is offered as collatoral security to us plus his other assets 
in India." 

3.6. Asked whether lOBI was also advancing money for purpose of 
purchasing shares outside India, the witness said :-

"We are to encourage promote and develop exports from our 
country either for consumer goods or for capital equipment. We help 
them in every respect. Many of these ventures outside India are started 
by export of capital goods, in consideration for which shares are allotted 
to them. These goods are supplied on deferred terms of payment 
for which we give export credits to the exporters or manufacturers in 
India to enable them to export this machinery outside India. The 
payment starts in instalments either by way of dividend income or even 
by remittances in instalments. These dividend receipts in respect of 
shares which are allotted to them also come to us by virtue of the chargc 
that is created and the power of attorney that is given to us. We do not 
directly finance for purchasing shares outside India." 
3.7. A representative ofIDBI clarified that: 

"We do not make any investment directly. These are joint ventures 
started by Indian entrepreneurs jointly with the local promoters-We 
do not come in equity participation. It is done by entrepreneurs." 

B. Overseas investment 

. 3.8. The Committee enquired whether lOBI's providing finance to 
Indian promoters in joint ventures ahroad for cash remittances towards 
overseas equity investments had any statutory basis, a representative of lOBI 
,cited S~ction 9 (da) (i) and (iii) of the lOBI Act, which states :-

, "9(da) granting loans and advances-(i) to any person exporting 
products of industrial concerns ; or 
• • ... • 

(iii) for the execution of turn key projects outside India by any indus-
trial concern or by any person in India." 

3.9. On the Committee pointing out that financing of equity partici-
pation abroad did not come under these provisions. the Chairman, lOBI 
promised that "We will re-examine the legal position." 

. 3 . 10. Sharing the views of the Committee in this regard, the S~retary, 
Department of Economic Affairs informed in evidence that the Ministry of 
Law has been requested to examine the legality of financing of equity partici-
pation abroad undertaken by the Bank. 
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3.1'. lOBI has intimated (March 1981) the Union Ministry of .Com-
merce is the focal point for approving, monitoring and evaluating proposals 
of Indian entrepr~neurs for joint ventures abroad. The Export Credit aold 
Guarantee Corporation Ltd. provides risk cover for such investments. In the 
absenocof any other institutional arrangement, the fin~cinggap is filled up 
by lOBI, as the apex institution, both in the industrial as well as term export 
spheres~ . 

The participation by Indian parties is allowed by Government in 
accordance with rules and regulations of the host country on merits of each 
project; Indian participation is normally allowed in the form of export of 
indigenous plant and machinery/equipment required for the joint venture. 
Cash remittanoes are not normally allowed for meeting equity contribution. 
except in hard and deserving cases, and on consideration of·the field of colla-
boration. For example, cash remittances are necessary in case of consul-
tancy and other service ventures. While allowing cash remittanocs, it is seen 
that substantial exports of capital goods and services are envisaged over a long 
period of time. 

lOBI provides finance for cash remittances towards equity in respect 
of the proposals approved by Government when cash remittances are 
accompanied by substantial exports of machinery or the joint 'Venture is a 
service organisation which does not involve a project for which any machinery 
needs to be ino;talled but there is a definite prospect of substantial exports of 
engineering and capital goods from India. Further, non~industrial concerns 
are deemed to be eligible to borrow for making investments in joint ventures 
in the form of cash remittances only if they have been awarded contracts for 
execution of projects on a tum-key basis by the joint venture company. 

Nevertheless in practi~e. except in one case. lOBI has confined its assis-
tance only to industrial concerns to the extent of their contribution by way of 
export of machinery etc. Normally, assistance is granted upto 80% of the 
post of machinery and equipment. However, in one case, considering that 
the Indian promoter was required to make cash contribution also. IDBI 
granted a loan upto 100% of the cost of machinery." 

C. Commitment Charge 

3.12. It is not the practice of lOBI to provide for payment of commit-
ment charge in respect of the undrawn amounts under foreign lines of credit 
extended to Government/institutions in foreign countries. Though in the 
credit agreements relating to the lines of credit granted to Small Industries 
Development Organisation. Tanzania and Industrial Development Bank of 
Kenya, there is provision for levy of such charge. 

3.13. Provision for levy of commitment charge at the rate of 0.5% 
per annum is made in all agreements for buyer's credits. However, no such 
provision was included in the agreements relating to two Buyers credits in 
Bangladesh. 

. 3.14. When the Committee pointed out that it was the practice of the 

.internationaIlending institutions to buy commitment charge, the Secretary 
Department of Ec~nomic Affairs explained that the lOBI's export finance 
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should be viewed as a promotional approach to meet the competition that the 
Indian exporters face abroad. He stated that :-

"This conflict between the purely Iln .. ncial approach and the pro-
motional approach is a continuing one. It does appear that the lOBI 
has a leaning towards the promotional approach mainly because of the 
very stiff' competition being offered by a large number of export-import 
banks outside this country. 

The question whether a commitment charge should be levied or 
not has been considered a number of times, the Ministry of Commerce 
is in favour of the view that considering the need for making our exports 
especially with regard to new areas into which we ure going more com-
petitive. We should reduce the charge as much as possible .... , .in 
lines of credit it has been our endeavour to try to see that the lines of 
credit do stay competitive and it has been an act of deliberate policy not 
to insi"t on commitment charges." 

D. Export Guaralltee 

3.15 The details of a case where an Export guarantee was invoked were 
indicated by the lOBI as follows : 

Dalal Consultants & Engineers Pvt. Ltd. (DCPL)., a private sector under-
taking, was awarded a job by Pan Arab Contracting Co. (PACON), Saudi 
~rabia for construction of a complete housing complex including air-condition-
109 and electrical works at Hail in Saudi Arabia at a cost of SR 32.15 mn. 
(Ro;. 771.60 lakhs). Export of machinery and construction equipment from 
India to the extent of Rs. 38.42 lakhs was envisaged under the contract. 

Three guarantees were issued by State Bank of India and lOBI on 50: 50 
basis. lOBI's share was Rs. 131. 72lakhs. The guarantees were secured by the 
counter guarantees of Export Credit and Guarantee Corporation to thc 
extent of 90 % of thc guarantee commitments and indemnified by Dalal Con-
struction Pvt. Ltd. 

For certain reasons the project could not be completed till January 1981 
as against the contractual date of completion of March 1981. 

On reeeipt of invocation notice, SBI paid an amount of Rs. 167.43 lakhs 
on J6-12-1980-IDBl remitting its share of R". 83.72 lakhs to SBI 
on 17-1-1981. 

SBI bas submitted a claim to ECGC for recovery of 90~~ of the claim 
at Rs. 150.68 lakhs. 

E. Ol'erseas contracts 

3.16 In view of complexities involved in the execution of construction 
jobs abroad, the lOBI has been entrusted by the Government with the task 
of scrutinising all prcposals involving overseas construction contracts irres-
pective of the need or othelwise for any financial facility from lOBI. 
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3.17. Explaining the supervision and control exercised by the IDBI Over 
these contracts, a representative of the IDBI explained in evidence as follows: ... 

"According to the monitoring mechanism, we have got two or three 
ways of doing it. One is we have prescribed progress report to report 
on the progress of the construction which arc required to be submitted 
by them. They are submitted regularly by all the contractors. That is 
one way of continuous monitoring. Then we have got the working 
group mechanism where we clear these things. If there are any pro-
blems arising, which come to our knowledge about implementation 
of any construction contracts. This working ~roup immediately takes 
a review of these problem cases. Even otherWIse, normally some of the 
con~truction contracts are reviewed by this working group." 

The witness, however, admitted by saying "we have not a adopted 
perfect mechanism of supervision. We arc in the process of having that." 

3. 18. The Committee wanted to know why Government had entrusted 
the lOBI with the task of scrutinising all the proposals involving overseas 
construction contracts and whether lOBI was really equipped for this purpose. 
The Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs explained as follows : 

"Frankly speaking. these are really new areas of endeavour ilnd 
at present, apart from the lOBI which is involved in export-financing 
and things which go with export-financing like providing performance 
bonds and other guarantees, there is no organisation right now which 
has even the minimal expertise to judge this. Therefore, as compared to 
any other organisation we can think of, we are of the view that lOBI, 
because it is involved in the business, is an organisation which can 
provide some help in this matter. It is basically for lack of better 
alternatives. " 

3.19. Conceding that existing arrangements of lOBI's involvement ill 
the scrutiny of proposals involving overseas construction contracts and projects 
undertaken abroad, were neither perfect nor satisfactory and that anticipa-
tions of performance of some of the construction contractors abroad had 
gone away, the witness said :-

"'I agree that in some cases it has happened, Since then. I 
might also say, the lOBI hlS conducted a number of analyses with 
reference to many projects which it financed or where performance 
guarantees were given, in order to see what has been the financial per-
formance. Apart from this, the Ministry of Commerce has set up 
regular arrangements for monitoring these projects. I believe that the 
lOBI, along with others, undertook some Visits abroad-they did go to 
various countries where there was large concentration of Indian pro-
jects in order to make an on-the-spot study as to the reasons which had 
led to unsatisfactory progress of the contracts or to losses and wha~ 
were the elements which contributed to losses and whether original 
offers made were too liberal or too conservative." 

3.20. The Secretary agreed with the Committee that there was scope for 
improvement of monitoring procedures still further. He added that after 
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establi~hmcnt of the Exim Bank it would able to further improve these t\ri'ange-
ments. The Bill to this effect was to be introduced in Lok Sabha and that 
this business would be transferred from lOBI. The work dealt with by the 
International Wing of the lOBI would be taken over by that Bank. 

3.21 The lOBI entered tbe fields of export finance mainJy after the 
amendment in 1972 to the lOBI Act, 1964. It ntends assistance to exporters, 
overseas buyers credit, overseas investment finance etc. to industrial CODCerDS 
as weD as person... The Committee's examination revealed that there is DO 
clear prodsion in tbe Act to cover the cash assistance rendered by the mBI 
for etlwty participation in joint ventures abroad. The legality of this practice 
should, therefore. be examined. 

3.22 The lOBI has assisted so far 10 joint ventures, 41 turnkey projects 
and 90 constructions projects under the export finance schemes. Further. in 
view of tbe complexities of tbe construction jobs abroad. the lOBI has been 
entrusted with tbe task of scrutinising all proposals involving overseas ccmstruc-
tion contracts irrespective of the Deed or ot~rwise for any financial assistance 
from the lOBI. This is an important function. The Committee therefore 
regret that there is no perfect system whereb~ the JDBI could come to know of 
how tbe jobs undertakeo. fared. It is common knowledge that a DlIMber of 
jobs turned out to be unremunerative. Unles\; there is a feedback there could 
be no meaningful scrutiny of proposals. In reg~trd to the projects assisted by 
the IDBI there i<; also no effective supervisory mechanL .. m at present and the 
IDDI is in the process of developing a mechanism. On the whole, the Com-
mittl'e feel that the export finance does not directly promote industrialit;ation 
within the country. It Is not quite appropriate to chanalise the finance through 
the lOBI, which is a development bank, The Committee have been i.formed 
that for waDt of a better institution. the lOBI has been entrusted with this 
fundion. They have furt~r been informed that the proposed EXrM bank will 
take mer the work after it is set up. 

3.23 Incidentaly, the Committee understand that performance guarantees 
given in connection witb a construction work undertaken by Dalal Consultants 
& Engineers Pvt. Ltd., in Saudi Arabia have been invoked. The guarantees 
were issued by the SBI and the mBI on 50 : 50 basis. The lOBI's share was 
Rs. 131.72 crores. The Committee would await the outcome of the efforts 
for recovering the amount. . 



CHAPTER IV 

INDIRECT ASSISTANCE 

4.110B1'5 indirect assistance mainly flows through its refinance scheme 
for industrial loans and machinery bills rediscounting scheme. 

A. Bills rediscou"tiJl~ scheme 

. 4.2 lOBI rediscounts bills or promissory notes arising out of sales of 
indigenous machinery on deferred payment basis. Bills or promissory notes 
drawn in favour of, or by the machinery manufacturers, are discounted by 
them with their bankers who, in turn, rediscount the same with IDBr. The 
scheme enables an industrial concern to buy machinery on deferred payment 
basis. 

4.3 Facilities under this scheme are also available to approved design 
engineering concerns which get the machinery fabricated Hccording to their 
own specification and design and sell them under their own names. Selling 
agentl; and di"tributors of the machinery manufacturers arc also eligible, 
provided they have paid the manufacturers for the machinery under sale be-
fore ~he execution of relative bills or promissory notes. 

4.4 The period of deferred payment ranges between 6 months and 5 
years and in some cases upto 7 years. Minimum amount of transaction 
cove'ring a set of bills or promissory notes is fixed at Rs. 10,000 (no minimuDl 
in the case of sale of agricultural implements and small-scale industry). 
The maximum limit for a single purchaser-user over a limit year (July-June) 
is Rs. 100 lakhs (face value of bills) and for State Electricity Board Rs. 200 
lakhS. Assistance under the scheme is not available for setting up new pro-
jects with the exception of units in the small-scale sector. 

. 4.5 Assistance is given at concessional rates to SSl seller-manufac-
tw:ers and purchaser-users as also for purchase of chassis or machinery by 
State'Road Transport CorP.,Orations and State Electricity Boards in the Nortb-
Eastern and Himalayan Hill Regions. lOBI also gives special limits to ban~ 
fol' e~cJusive use by seller-manufacturers and purchaser-users in the small-
scal~ Industry. . 

.; .4.6 Assistance under the scheme is essentially meant for replacement 
of machinery or for modernisation or moderate expansion programmes of 
the existing unit!>. It is not available for setting up new projects (except 
in the small scale scctor) or for major expansion programme. 

4.7 Referring to the extension of BiUs rediscounting facility. to the 
mer<;hanls also by virtue of an amendment to the lOBI Act in 1972, the Chair~ 
map~ ;TOBI explained during evidence that . 

•• . . . . . most of these facilities were availed of by machine tool 
.: manufacturers ... The manufacturers were not in a position to attend 
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to the servicing requirements (all over the country where their machine 
goes) .... it was recognised by the Government that the sole selling 
;"unction or marketing function involved financing ofthe equipment ... 
it was found that it was not possible for the manufacturers to give 
this facility. In substance, the sole selling agents are an extended arm 
of the manufacturers. That is why, the facility was given to the sole 
selling agent. This facility is not given to the traders." 

4.8 It was revealed during the course of the evidence that the highest 
retum which lOBI got on its different schemes was that on bill discounting. 

4.9 It is seen from the Annual Report of the TDBI for the year 1979-80 
that the rate of interest for soft loans is 8.1 % where as the rate of interest for 
rediscounting on machinery bill goes upto 11.30~~. The Committee wanted 
to know why lOBI charged a higher rate of interest on Bill rediscounting, 
where bills are fully secured by commercial banks and therefore involved 
no risk but a lesser rate of interest on loans to an industry under the Soft 
Loan Scheme where the risk involved was more, the representati\-e of the 
Bank explained in evidence :-

"There is one basic distinction:under the bill-rediscounting scheme, 
it is financial assistance for equipment finance. But under thc soft 
loan scheme is the project finance. 

Under the bills rediscounting scheme, it is a credit given not to 
the buyer of the machinery but to the seller of the machinery. It is 
the machinery. Seller who takes the initiative in negotiating the credit 
sale with the factory and goes to the bank for discounting of the bills. 
The bank in order to relieve the liquidity position comes to us for re-
discounting. 

In case of modernisation application for soft loan, it i s the company 
·--the textile mill for example, which is the purchaser and which nego-
tiates the loan." 

4.10 The Chairman, lOBI, however, added "what has happened is that 
the bill discounting scheme is there for a number of years and the soft loans 
scheme has come into the picture only in 1976. This rate which was fixed 
for bill discounting was fixed after taking into account the commercial bank 
rate and our rate. When the soft loans scheme was introduced, it was meant 
to help to modernise the weaker unit and it was thought necessary to give 
a concessional rate of interest under the soft loans scheme and it appears that 
it escaped our attention to consider whether we should also reduce in such 
cases.". 

4.11 The Committee also enquired from the Secretary, Department of 
Economic Affairs that as the capital goods machinery was also required for 
modernis:tlion and rehabilitation. why the interest rate of rediscounting on 
machinery bills should be higher than the interest charged on soft loans. 
The Secretary stated as follows :-

"My answer is that when you are talking of a modernisation pro-
ject, you are talking of something very different from mere installation 
of one bit of plant here or one bit of plant there. The main objective 
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of providing soft loans for nnd.;:rnisation projects was to ensu re that 
they are real modernisation projects. At that point of time, when 
an applicant comes up before a financing institution and presents a 
project, the financing institution has a chance of looking at the project 
as to its objectives, how far it goes, whether Government policy with 
regard to modernisation of industries would be really served or not. 
There are all kinds of things regarding which a project of this nature 
is being subjected to scrutiny. 

So far as the bill rediscounting is concerned. it is more or Jess 
like any other purchase which is coming up and it may not be the 
same thing as modernisation project." 

4. 12 The witness further stated that they would not like to encouragl! 
soft financing of miscellaneous purchases. Asked if the basic criteria of 
weakness or non-viability arising out of mechanical obsolesence could be 
satisfied under the bill discounting scheme, why one should be debarred from 
concessional finance, the Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs opined 
that to have concessional financing on rediscounting deals is fraught with 
a number of administra1ive difficulties. 

B. Refinance Selle me 

4.13 Sma II and medium size units can avail of lOBI's refinance assis-
tance through the eligible institutions, viz. Commercial Banks, State Coopera-
tive Banks, Rural Banks, State Financial Corporations (SFCs), and Stale 
Industrial Development/Investment Corporations (SIDCs/SIICs). 

4.14 With effect from July I, 1978, sanction and disbursement of 
refinance for loans upto Rs. S lakhs from eligible institutions to SSI (including 
the tiny sector) under CGS and to SRTOs has been put on fully automatic 
basis. No commitment charge is levied on such refinance. 

4. 1 S In order to augment the ftow of credit to village and cottage in-
dustries, lOBI has extended with effect from February, 1979, its Automatic 
Refinance Scheme to cover composite term loans upto Rs. 25,000 sanctioned 
lo artisans, village and cottage industries granted by the SFCs/Banks. 

4.16 The minimum repayment period for eligible loan.. .. is generally 
3 years. This has been relaxed in exceptional cases where the total term 
loan requirements are small and profitability estimates amply justify a shorter 
repayment period. The maximum period for loan.o; from banks under the 
lOBI Act is upto 1 S years and from SFCs/SIDCs/SIICs upto 2S years. The 
normal repayment period ranges between 7-10 years. 

4. 17 Refinance is given at concessional rates of interest for loans to : 
(a) SSI under CGS, (b) single truck operators covered by the guarantee of 
the Credit Guarantee Corporation of India Ltd. and (e) units in specified 
backward districts and areas. To ensure that the industrial concerns get 
the benefit of lower rate of interest, the lOBI imposes a ceiling on tbe rate 
of interest to be charged by the primary lenders. 

4.18 Besides lower rate of interest, certain other relaxations are given 
to sst and projects in backward areas. Central subsidy, interest free sales 
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tax loans and seed/capital loans are treated as equity for calculating the debt-
equity ratio. Higher debt-equity upto 75 : 25 is accepted for assistance to 
SSI under COS, which is further relaxed upto 8S : 15 in the case of technician 
entrepreneurs. The requirement regarding promoters contribution is waived 
in respect of loans upto Rs. 2 lakhs to technician entrepreneur projects and 
in the case of transport operators covered under The National Permit Scl1eme. 
SSI units receiving lSI mark for their products arc given 0.5 % rebate in 
interest rate. Further loans !!ranted for purchase of testing and quality 
control equipment are fully refiMnced. To remove handicaps of the entre-
preneurs belonging to Schedule Caste/Scheduled Tribes, lOBI is extending 
refinance at concessional rates of intere~t irrespective of whether the unit is 
situated in a backward area or not and promoter's contribution is relaxed 
to 5% (for loans uplo Rs. 25,000) exclusive of seed capital assistance. With 
a view to encouraging non-MRTP companies to enter in the field of core 
sector industries of importance to national economy, lOBI is accepting re-
duced promoter's contribution of 10 % of the project cost. lOBi also pro-
vides foreign currency loan assistance through SFCs to small and medium-
size industrial units for financing import of equipment and/or technical 
know-how from abroad, from the US $ 40 million World Bank Loan. The 
minimum amount of loan eligible under the credit is Rs. 10,000 and maximum 
Rs. 30lakhs. 

4.19 Sanctions under the Refinance Scheme aggregated Rs. 1900.7 
crores since inception of the Bank. Commercial banks are stated to be the 
major users of this refinance facility. 

4.20 In the case of refinance, the credit risk attached to the loans to 
the ultimate beneficiary concerns is borne by the primary lending institutions 
and not by the lOBI. The scheme is essentially meant to provide resource 
support to the primary lending in~titutions so as to encourage them to ex-
pand their term loan operations. 

4.21 The Committee pointed out that accordin!! to statutory Auditors 
invarabily the commercial banks lent on a maturity of 5 years whereas lOBI 
contemplates a maturity period of 5 to 10 years. The Committee desired 
to know whether the Bank's refinance is for the same period as the period for 
which the primary lending institution has given the loan to the unit, a re-
presentative of the lOBI stated in evidence :-

''In most of the calies these two periods are co-terminus. But in 
. : certain cases, the banks are a little too liberal. They grant and disburse 

the ampunt before they come to us for sanction. In such cases, there 
is a difference, otherwise these two periods are co-terminus." 
4.22 Asked if variation of period virtually meant that the banks derive 

extra benefit from the IDBI's operations. The witness said. . 
'" n '978 .... we introduced a scheme which is known as automatic 

.. refinance scheme where we said that the individual project appraisal 
in respect of these projects Deed not come to us and they (primary 

'. lending institutions) can come to us with a list of certain projects and 
we will sanction this. Having sanctioned this, we will disburse it. 
Here we said that in this automatic refinance scheme where the appli-

. cations come as a package, the Joan·will be given for a period of 10 
years,1' 
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; 4.23 The representative further added that : 

"We found that under the lOBI rules there is no provision of 
sanctioning the line of credit to the commercial banks. So we innovated 
the automatic refinance she me where we do not ask the individual pro-
jects for details. There would be different periods for each one of them 
but a lumpsum for a period would be given as credit. We said that 
at the end of the year. the commercial banks should do balancing of 
their ledger accounts and then find out what is outstanding in the 
different accounts in aggregate and what is outstanding of re-finance 
from lOBI and if there is a surplus. that has to be passcll on to us. As 
slich in the short period from I day to 365 day period-there would 
be some surplus fund with the banks which slirplus gets reduced once 
balancing is done at the end of the year. We also said that balancing 
should be done according to the commercial banks own accounting 
year. " 

4.24 It has been stated that in view of their low capital output ratios 
and shorter gestation periods. the development of small scale industries will 
result in a more efficient use of savings and can playa significant role in achi-
eving the plan objectives at a relatively small capital cost in fields where eco-
nomies of scale are not sizeable. The lOBI's assistance to small sector mainly 
flows through its refinance scheme. The share of small scale sector in the 
refinance assistance has gone up from 4 per cent during the first five years of 
its exi~tencc to 65 per cent in the second five year period and during 1979-80. 
it was 9H per cent in terms of applications and 71 per cent in terms of value. 

4.25 The lOBI's indirect assistauce maiDIy flows through its re6Daace 
for industrialloaD.'i and machinery bUls rediscountiag. The Committee have 
been informed that the bills discounting scheme has not been extended to tra-
ders except when they happened to be the sole selling agents of the maehiaery 
manufacturers. The Committee desire that traders other than sole-selling 
agents should not be allowed to avail themselves of this facility. 

4.26 The bills rediscounting scheme is stated to be the most remunerative 
of all thc schemes of assistance of the lOBI. The assistance UDder this scheme 
is stated to be esseatially meant for replacemeDt of machinery or for moderni-
sation or moderate expansion programmes of the existing units. Whereas 
for tbe soft 10Bns which are also meant for modernisation the interest rate is 
8. I per cent, the normal rate charged fOJ' discounting of bills by the primary 
leaders goes upto 11.5 per cent. The Committee feel that this difference 
of 3.4 per cent is not quite justifk'CI. The margia of about 2 per cent that tbe 
commercial banks get seems hig... The Committee are DOt impressed with tbe 
plea of the Secretary. Department of Economic Affairs, tbat concessi .... 
financiag or rediscounting deals is fraught with a number of administrative 
difficulties. As the assistance as a whole rendered by the lOBI is purpose-ori-
coted administrative difficulties caDDot staad in the "'ay of a desirable coaces-
sioa. The Committee accordingly desire that the rate of interest applicable 
for discountlng!rediscouating of bills should be reviewed aad rednced. 

4 . 27 SaactioDS under the refloaace scheme aureaated Rs. 1900 . 7 
crol'CS since the inception of the lOBI. Commercial buks are stated to be the 
major users of the re8naace facUity. The expertise for project apprilial aDd 
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monitoring available with the commercial banks CaDnot be regarded as satis-
factory. In fact. even the SFCs are found to be lacking badly in this respect. 
The advisability of pumping the foads largely through the commercial banks 
Heels to be gone into. As the Committee have pointed out earlier. their role 
should be confined to working capital accommodation for tbe industry as far as 
possible. The Committee would like to have an assessment of the role of the 
commercial banks in development financing. If such an assessment ha."l not 
beeo made already it should be made now. 

4.28 Evidently there was not much of a control over the utilisation of the 
fuods made over to the commercial banks under the refinaDce schemes. The 
commercial banks have reportedly lent for a shorter period and got refiaance 
from the JDBI for a longer period. The banks have undoubtedly derived a 
substantial benefit. Some mechanism seems to have been evolved recently 
for suitable adjustment at the end of each year. This also has not entirely 
eliminated the unintended benefit derived by the commercial banks. This as-
pect deserves critical examination. 

4.29 The IDBl's assistaoce to the small-scale sector mainly flows through 
its refinance scheme. In view of their low capital output ratios and shorter 
gestation period, the development of small-scale industries will result in more 
efficient use of capital in fields where economics of sale are not sizeable. The 
share of small-scale sector has gone upto 71 per cent of the assistance under 
the refinance scheme. Considering. however, that only 35 per cent of'the total 
as.sistance of IDBI was covered by the refinance, the share of the small-scale 
sector in the total assistaace of the lOBI would be only 25 per cent. The Com-
mittee desire that the refinance scheme should be made more attracthc to this 
sector and greater promotional as well as publicity efforts should be directed 
towards ensuring increased flow of assistance to the small scale sector. 



CHAPTER V 

ASSISTANCE TO BACKWARD AREAS 

S. 1 The growth process in the first 1 R years of planning had hardly 
touched the fringe of th.e problem and it was felt that more conscious and 
deliberate efforts were called for in order to initiate a sustained process of 
development in the backward regions. Accordingly. at the time of the for-
mulation of the Fourth Plan, the Planning Commission constituted two 
Working Groups-one under the Chairmanship of Shri B.D. Pande for 
recommending ~iteria for the identification of backward areas and the other 
under the ChairmaDlhip of Shri N.N. Wanchoo for suggesting fiscal and 
1inancial incentives for establishing industrial units in the backward regions. 
This was in 1968. 

5.2 On the basis of the recommendations of these Groups and on some 
additional criteria on backwardness. the Planning Commission today has 
classified 247 districts and certain union territories as specified backward 
regions eligible for concessional assistance from the financial institutions. 

5.3 Most important of all the objective of economic growth is not only 
growth per se, but also growth with social justice which implies growth and 
more or less simultaneous redistribution of the benefits of growth in favour 
of weaker sections of the society. This implies not only investment of all the 
available resources but a certain qualitative composition and geographical 
distribution of such investment. 

S.4 The financial institution., introduced in 1970 schemes of conces-
!>ional assistance to projects coming up in backward areas. Realising that 
the indust rial development of back ward regiom is a complex process and will 
he spread over a considerably long period of time. the financial institutions 
simultaneously launched upon what may be called basically non-financial 
developmental activities-to prepare a sound information base that would 
help evolve a location-specific strategy in each State. Not much information 
wa., available either on demand or on growth potential of these regions or 
even on the extent and causes of hackwardness. Backwardness is a complex 
problem and defies easy diagnosis as well as solution. It is a multi-dimen-
sional phenomenon, an outcome of several inter-related factors acting with 
varying intensity in different backward regions. As there are distinctly 
different causes of backwardness in terms of their importance, so are their 
solutions which require efforts not from one agency but several agencies. 
all of whom have to act in a well coordinated manner. The problem of 
backwardness is not new, it has prevailed and prevails even today in 
developing countries. But the depth and dimensions of the problem in 
India are very much different and acute. 

5. S The Central Government has been providing outright grant of 
subsidy in selected districts. Today, the central subsidy is available at tbe 
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rate of 15 per cent of the capital cost with a ceiling of Rs. 15 lakh~ but with no 
ceiling on the project cost. The State Governments also provide incentives 
to projects coming up in backward regions. Besides, transport suhsidy to 
the extent of 50 per cent of the transport costs of raw materials which are 
brought into and finished goods which are taken out is also extended to 
industrial units from selected rail heads/ports in selected areas in Hill regions, 
North-Eastern regions and islands which have an exceptionally high transport 
disadvantage. MOfe(>ver, assistance is now being provided for shifting large 
industries from metropolitan cities to backward areas. 

5.6. The concessions in the case of direct financial assistance are in 
the form of lower interest rate, longer initial grace period, longer amorti-
sation period, reduction in the commitment charge on the undrawn balance 
etc. Under the concessional refinance scheme, individual units approach 
SFCs/banks directly for their requirements of finance and these primary 
lending institutions in turn approach lOBI for refinance facilities. It is 
essentially the primary lending institutions, therefore. which come in direct 
contact with promoters of comparatively smaller projects at all stages of the 
project cycle. lOBI's role with regard to this type of projects is to enable 
the SFCs/banks to provide finance at concessional rates by providing re-
finance to these institutions at cheaper rates. Both these schemes have 
been liberalised from time to time. While the lOBI's Refinance Assistance 
Scheme has been made ?utomatic in respect of loans upto Rs. 5 lakhs, the 
State Electricity Boards and State Road Transport Corporation in the North-
Eastern and Himalayan Hill Regions are eligible for as'iistance under IDBl's 
Bills Rediscounting Scheme at specified concessiollal rates. . 

5.7. The financial incentives and the subsidies 011 their own cannot 
be expected to effectively direct the natural economic forces to backward 
areas. Capital is not the only determinant nor the principal determinant 
of industrial development. The factors which influence industrial develop-
ment are many such as availability of physical resources, existence of mana-
gerial and entrepreneurial capabilities, a growth-conducive environment 
and a host of other factors reflecting the attitudes and beliefs of the institu-
tions and the people at large. With the awareness that no single institution 
can control all these factors, lOBI has taken certain promotional initiatives 
which are of non-financial nature. 

5.8. In addition to the Schemes of concessional financial assistance 
lOBI has taken several other measures to step up the pace of industriali-
sation of backward areas. The first among these moves was to identify 
growth potential by undertaking industrial potential surveys of the backward 
States/Union territories. Keeping in view the resources, demand conditions 
and infrastructure facilities available. The second move was to set up 
industrial and technical consultancy services in the backward States. As on 
date there are 13 Technical Consultancy Organisations. Apart from TeOs 
lOBI has set up Inter Institutional Groups and Technical Assistance Fund to 
bring about coordination among various development agencies. The third 
complementary input provided by lOBI relates to Entrepreneurial Develop-
ment. lOBI has also brought out a directory giving details of 278 COD-
sultants who have specialised in different fields for the benefit of Entrepre-
neurs. 
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5.9. Of the total sanctions since inception under all schem3S of assis-
tance, eastern Region and Southern Region accounted for 36 per cent and 28 
percent, while the share of Northern, Central and Eastern Region was around 
12 pe,r cent each, the share of North-eastem Region was tlImost negligible 
around 1%. 

5.10. Asked to give reasons for this regional imbalance in the matter 
of assistance, IDBI submitted the following note in November, 1~80 :-

"Since location of projects is largely an entrepreneurial decision. 
no State-wise/Region-wlsc' allocation of funds is made by lOBI for 
sanction of assistance.- Assistance is extended to all the worthwhile 
projects which are found economically and financiaUy viable and 
technically feasible and are in accordance with national priorities ..••.• 
lOBI endeavours to ensure that no worthwhile project languishes due 
to lack of institutional finance. 

Western Region comprises of industrially developed states of Maha-
rashtra and Gujarat. These two States alone claimed about 32 per cent of 
total lOBI assistance. The share of Southern region was also compara-
tively high due to the developed state of Tamil Nadu and the emerging 
industrial States of Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. With the exception 
of West Bengal, all the other 9 States in Eastern Region arc industrially 
undeveloped. lOBI in collaboration with other institutions has been,under-
taking promotional measures for accelerating its assistance to the Eastern 
and North-Eastern regions. But these efforts have not yet materialised in 
a substantial step up in assistance extended mainly owing to the poor' infra-
structural facilities and lack of entrepreneurial interest." 

5.11. IDBI's assistance to backward areas mainly flows through 
Project Finance and Refinance Schemes. Since 1970-71, lOBI extended 
an aggregate assistance of Rs. 1998.6 crores or 44 % of the total assistance 
to backward areas. 

5.12. An analysis of lOBI's assistance to backward areas has indicated 
that the top 50 districts of 247 backward districts assisted by the lOBI 
accounted for, the bulk of the assistance, their share ranging from 69% to 
85 %. State-wise three top districts account for 60 to 70 % of the assistance 
for the State. Asked if this could be regarded as a serious attempt to achieve 
balanced development of backward areas and whether the lOBI would con-
sider to their rationing finances equitably so that all backward districts 
can get a share of assistance rather than concentrating in a few top districts, 
a representative of the lOBI explained that in 1974 the first top 50 districts 
accounted for 85 % of the assistance and in 1979 they accounted for 69 % 
of the assistance. This meant that a larger assistance was now going to 
districts other than these 50. It was explained that the problem was that 
there were some districts from where projects just did not come, as such 
there was no question of rationing. 

S. 13. The Ministry of Finance (Department of Economic Affairs) 
submitted (March, 1981) the following note in this connection ;-

"Establishment of industrial projects in Backward areas depends 
upon a number of factors such as industrial licensing policy, avail-
ability of infrastructural facilities and the promotional work of the 
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State Governments and their institutions etc. The Financial institu-
tions' ability to influence the locations decisions is limited by these 
factors. The institutions would come in only at the stage where a 
project comes up for financial assistance." 

"In view of the differing level of infrasturctural support in the 
various backward areas and other related factors like proximity to 
major markets, raw material sources etc., it is natural that the back-
ward districts which are favourably placed would develop at a faster 
pace and would attract a greater share of institutional finance. How-
ever, the share of the top 50 among the 247 backward areas has been 
steadily coming down indicating a wider dispersal of institutional 
assistance to other backward areas. The share of the top 50 backward 
districts which was 85 % of the total concessional assistance to the 
backward areas as at the end of December. 1974 was 68.7 % as at 
end of Dec. 79 the corresponding figures of share of top 10 backward 
districts were 52.7 :'{, and 25.8 % respectively." 
5.14. Recently, the.National Committee on Development of Backward 

Areas (Sivaraman Committee) constituted by the Planning Commission, 
is stated to have studied the problem of the backward areas Commenting 
on the progress made in the development of backward regions, Secretary, 
Planning Commission said during evidence : 

"We arc not satisfied with the progress that the country is making 
towards reduction of regional imbalances. From that point of view, 
a Jot more remains to be done to reduce regional imbalances and, 
ultimately, to eliminate them. Thathas been taken as one of the ob-
jectives in the Sixth Plan which we have adopted. 

As regards the schemes for financing of backward areas are con-
cerned, the industries will go not only on the basis of concessional 
finance but if, in addition, there are infrastructure facilities ayailable 
also. In respect of many of the industries, there is a pull of the market 
also. Therefore, very often, concessional finance by itself cannot 
ensure the desirability of reducing regional imbalances because of 
the countervailing influence and pull of availability of infra-structure 
facilities and also pull of the market which exists near metropolitan 
centres, though the districts may be classified as backward." 

5 .IS As regards extent of the scheme of central subsidy to all the 
backward areas, the Member-Secretary stated that there were a hundred 
districts out of 247 districts which were eligible for the Central subsidy. 
While extending this facility to other districts, finance has been one of the 
consideration. 

5.16. A Working Group headed by Shri Raghu Raj on issues concerning 
institutional finances for industrial investment and related matters, which 
submitted its report in September 1976 had inter alia stated that "although 
a sizeable portion of assistance has gone to backward areas, this has been 
shared mostly by a limited number of districts. Therefore, there is a need 
for an assessment of the various incentives and their benefits to the backward 
areas. Government may also examine whether the present list of backward 
districts could be reclassified into two or three broad groups and separate 
incentives offered for the different groups." 
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5.17. The Committee desired to know the reaction of the Planning 
Commission to the aforesaid observations. The Member-Secretary stated 
in reply: . 

"We are certainly aware of this. The fact that the Planning Com-
mission took the initiative to set up the Sivaraman Committee on prob-
lems of development of backward areas with very vast terms of re-
ference is an indication that the Planning Commission is not satisfied 
with the progress that has been made in this area. The Sivaraman 
Committee had looked into all aspects of problems of regional im-
balance. They have already submitted a report which has not been 
made public. We are examining that report in consultation with State 
Governments. Therefore, as and when Government complete their 
examination, may be, there would be time to reconsider what classi-
fications are necessary in the present scheme". 

5.18 Asked whether any assessment of the performance of the projects 
in the backward areas had been done, the Member-Secretary stated "I am 
only speaking from memory. When I was in the Ministry of Finance, I had 
myself looked into this problem. At that time, in 1973. we had introduced. 
in the Ministry of Finance. this tax concession of 20 per cent for a period of 
ten years for new units set up in batkward areas. At that time our broad 
assessment was that. on an average, setting up of a unit in backward areas 
raised the cost of production, on an average. by 20 per cent. We hld tried to 
neutralise that by this concession. Also in the IDBI from time to time-I 
am only speaking from memory this matter is reviewed, how these incentives 
are being utilised. how effective they are; but the Planning Commission. have 
not undertaken any separate study on the subject. 

5.19. As a result of Industrial Potential Sllrveys conducted by IDBI 
and other fin:ll1cial institutions, 486 projects are stated to have been identified. 
Of these 120 projects have been or are already being implemented 98 projects 
which were pursued by entrepreneurs are reported to have been sanctioned 
an assistance of about Rs. 500 crores by the institutions. 42 projects have not 
been found feasible .. As many as 205 projects are without entrepreneurs. 

5.20. There is a pronounced regional imbalance in the assistance render-
ed by tbe IDBI. The Committee regret that the share of the North Eastern 
region was almost negligible and it was around I per cent. Under a special 
programme for development of backward areas introduced In 1910-11, the 
IDBI sanctioned assistance of Rs. 1999 crores. All analysis of assistance has 
indicated that the top SO districts of 245 backward districts assisted by the Bank 
accounted for tbe bulk of the assistance, their share ranging from 69 per ceat to 
85 per cent. Statewise three top districts ac:couoted for 60 to 10 per cent of tbe 
assistance to the State. The Committee would like to have a similar analysis of 
the amount actually disbursed. 

5.21. Though the Committee realise tbat the role of tbe developmeut 
banks is somewbat limited, they regret that the pattern that has emerged shows 
that uoderdevelopment has been alloftd to perpetuate furtber relative under-
development. The perpetuation of this position bas serious soclo-ecooomic 
implicatioDS. The Government are yet to take a declsloa 011 a IlUggestJoa made 
to them by a working group that the present list of backward districts could be 
llLSS/81-4 
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classified ioto two or three broad groups aod separate ioceotives offered for tbe 
different groups. The Committee uoderstaod that a committee headed by 
Shrl Sivaramao has goue ioto tbe matter aDd hopefully a DeW way of classify-
lag the backward areas would emerge io order to ensure more balaaced 
regioual de'felopment. The Committee would urge that declsioo io tbis regard 
should be taken early. The promotiooal activities aod the identiftcatioo of 
poteotial projects io the backwards also required to be stepped up to achieve 
the cod io view. 



CHAPTER VI 
GENERAL MA TIERS 

A. Duposo/ 0/ I.oan Applications 

6.1 The number of applications for loan-assistance received and dis-
posed off by the IDBI during the last three years UDder the major schemes of 
project assistance is given below : 
Schemes 

1. Project Financ~ 
2. Sort Loan . 
3 Technical Deve-

I"pment FI,.,d 
Scheme 

4. Refinance "f Tn-
dustrial Loans 

Number of applications ------
1977-78 1978-79 

Reed. Disposed 
off 

125 
146 

39 

16856 

85 
91 

33 

14578 

111 
103 

48 

30762 

95 
95 

4Z 

1979-80 

125 
118 

85 

57398 

83 
JOO 

77 

54447 

6.2 The time taken in processing applications for sanction of direct 
project assistance was as under: 
Year 

(July-June) 

1976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

1979-80 

Total No. 
of cases 

92 

85 

95 

83 

Time taken for sanction 

LeIs than 3 to 6 6 to 12 More 
3 mooths months months than J2 

37 
(40%> 

25 
(30%) 

49 
(51%> 
38 
(4%> 

42 
(46%> 
47 
(55%> 
38 
(40%> 
32 
(39%) 

9 
(10%> 
12 
(14%> 
6 
(6%> 
13 
(15%) 

months 

4 
(4%> 
1 

(1 %> 
2 
(2 %) 
2 
(2%) 

IDBI has intimated that average time taken in processing of applications 
for sanction of direct project assistance is 3 to 6 months. In the case of re-
finance assistance (other than ARS) roughly 20 % of the cases are sanctioned 
within a month's time of receipt of ar!'lication for refinance: 54% within 3 
months; 14% within 6 months and 8% within 1 year. About 4% of the 
cases generally take more than a year due to delays on the part of primary 
lending institutions to furnish the required information. 

43 
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6.3 Th: nl1mber of applications p~ding consideration of lOBI under 
various Schemes at the end of June, 1980 was as follows : 

1. Project Finance Scheme. 
:Z. Soft Loan Scheme i 

3. Technical Devclopment Fund Scbeme 
4. RefiDaDce of Industrial Loans Scheme 

TOTAL 

(Rs. in crorcs) 

No. of Assistance 
applications soupt for 

76 932.9 
28 65.3-
19 4.1 

657 80.3 

780 1082.6 

-Represents aggregate assistance sought for from all-India financial institutions. 

6.4 A representative of lOBI explained the procedure for processing 0 f 
applications thus : 

1. We have a standardised application form for all the institution. 
Any entrepreneur can hand over the filled application form to any 
of our offices or regional offices. Seven copies are to be sent. 

2. After the submission of the application, within a period of fortnight 
or a month, before the next meeting of the Senior Executives that 
particular organisation to whom the application has been forwarded 
comes up with a kind of quick or flash appraisal of the project 
whereby the minimum essential aspects of the project are put up 
and brought to the notice of the Senior Executive Committee 
which now-a-days meet twice a month. 

3. At the meeting of the Senior Executive Committee after a preli-
minary exchange of views, if we decide that this is a project 
worth going through, we promptly appoint a lead institution. It 
is at this meeting that the lead institution is appointed. Once 
we identify the lead institution. we expect that all further corres-
pondence of the entrepreneur shall be with the lead institution and 
and not with other institutions. 

4. At the various stages of appraisal, the lead institution keeps the 
other institutions informed for example, they would inform the 
other institutions that they are planning to have the site inspection 
such and such a date and that they would like some of their officers 
to join them. At as many stages as possible, there is joint effort 
by the institutions, even though the entrepreneurs deals only with 
the lead institution. 

S. If it is a special project involving sophisticated technology being 
brought in or ifit is a project where because of either the marketing 
aspects or the size of the project, the risk appears to be very hi gh 
the matter is referred to the experts: the lOBI has ad-hoc Expert 
Committee: the lFCI and ICICI also have. Not all the projiects 
go there only if it is considered necessary, it is referred in which 
case one more stage comes. 
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6. After the appraisal is done by the lead institution, the project comes 
up to the Senior Executives meeting if it is less tha Rs. IO crores for 
sharing of assistance. If it is above Rs. 10 crores, it is referred to 
the I.I.M. where Chairmen of the various Corporations sit together. 

7. After the sharing has been decided, the lead institution takes it to 
the Board for clearance. We do not do a re-appraisal. There is 
a standardised form. We take the appraisal report of the lead 
institution and if we have other comments to highlight. We 
add a supplementary memorandum which very often comes to 
about two pages and attach it to the appraisal done by the lead 
institution. Then it is taken to the Board of the respective organi. 
sation. 

8. Most of the cases get cleared within six months-in four or five 
months. But where a certain expert opinion is necessary or a 
certain issue is tied up with something-sometimcs the MRTP 
clearance is required-then it takes a little longer time. Otherwise, 
most of the cases set cleared within a period of six months from 
the date of completed application. 

6.5 Committee wanted to know if there had been any cases where the 
applicants were forced to withdraw their applications. In reply, the Chair· 
man, IDBI stated : 

I, 

"There is not any case wher.e the applicants had been forced to with· 
draw. . . . . . It is only,those cases where there were basic week· 
nesses. These cases had been withdrawn voluntarily." 

6.6 The Narasimhan ComtNttee (Jauuary 1976) had inter alia pointed 
out in the.r Report :- ( 

"Only firm conclusion that we can reach there, their iDdepth analysis of 
time taken to clear the project is that it takes as long as it takes." 

6.7 The Committee desired to know whether any improvement had 
since been achieved. In reply a representative of lOBI said in evidence :-

"After Mr. Narasimhan's report certaip in~ova~ions. an,d certain 
institutional frame-work has been evolved which have contributed 
largely to the quick clearance of the projects. One of these is the 
identification of the lead institution. Earlier the'application used 
to go to all the three institutions and each of the three institutions 
was appraising. inspecting and sanctioning. Now the things have 
been streamlined in the last three years as a result of which the time 
spent has been reduced considerably. I would not deny that there 
might have been cases where it has taken as long as it has taken." 

6.8 The I FCI has intimated in a note that of the 25 pending app1ica. 
ti ons as on 31-6-1980, 3 applications were treated as withdrawn. On the 
Committee pointing out that it had come to their notice that the ap~icants 
h ad been told that we cannot consider the applications; either you Withdraw 
. t hem or we will reject them", the Cbairman IDBI observed : 

""If we know of cases, we will certainly look ioto them". 
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6.9 On an enquiry of the Committee, lOBI informed in a note that 
during 1978-79 and 1979-80, 26 applications were received in the Project 
Finance Division, which could be considered a complete/near complete. 
During the same period the Soft Loans Division received five appliclltions 
which were near complete. Sanctions in respect of those applications were 
given within four months. 

6.10 One of the Internal Audit Reports stated as follows :-
"In granting of loans there is considerable delay from the date of 

issue of letter of intent to the signing of the loan agreement, creation 
of security and disbursement of funds. This delay is generally the 
cause of the schedule slippage and overrun in the project cost leading 
to request for additional assistance from financial institutions." 
6.11 The Committee desired to know the action taken by lOBI on 

these observations of the Audit. The Chairman, lOBI enumerated in evi-
dence the different steps like concept of lead institutions, bridge finance etc. 
taken by lOBI to reduce the time lag. 

6. 12 The Committee enquired while discussing the procedure for 
processing applications for loan whether IDBI had any means of varifying the 
correct.ncss of prices of imported equipment correctly, the Chairman, lOBI 
stated ;-

"For most of the imported equipments. the foreign manufacturers 
have their accredited agents in India. Most of the quotations are ob-
tained from the accredited agcntB, who have standard price lists and 
there can not be any variation." 

B. Delay in Dilbursements 
6.13 Scheme-wise undisbursed sanctions as at the end June, 1976 to 

June, 1980 are given below :-
(Rs. in crores) 

Scheme As at the end of June 

1916 1917 1918 1979 1980 

Project loan : 269 .• 387.3 31S.1 3~2.4 4~4.4 

Soft LoaD 40.4 83.0 145.8 170.6 
TochDical Developlllellt FUlld 

Scheme 3.' ".1 5.8 9.1 
Refinance of Industrial LoaDS . 117.1 306.~ 303.0 426.5 ~98.3 

Export Finance Schemes 93.3 101.2 99.1 141.5 181. 1 

TOTAL S.sO.' 839.9 804.3 1072.0 1424.1 
------

6.14 Durms the examination of lOBI, Ute Committee were informed 
that delay in disbursement of amount sanctioned by lOBI took place because 
of the following reasons :-

1. Where they are tied with implementation and spread over a period. 
Then diibur&emeJlt is made as and when the work is to be completed 
or is about to be taken up. In case of big projects it is spread over 
to two to three years. 
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2. Delay in implementation due to shortage of critical inputs such as 
steel, cement, power, transport bottlenecks, etc. 

3. Instances where delay in clearance of documents is there. The 
records are with the Registrar of Land. We have to search and 
that takes some time. 

4. Clearance by MRTP, approval of collaboration agreement, capital 
goods commodities clearance company Law Department clearance, 
etc. 

5. There is delay in typing up of under-writing assistance. Under-
commitment is made. 

6. Credit given to the foreign countries including the Government, 
by way of buyers credit facilities. 

6.15 The Chairman lOBI stated that: 

"The delay which used to take place has also been cut by providing 
what is known as bridging finance to the extent of 75 per cent pending 
finalisation of the documents, clearance of title, etc." 

6. 16 The Committee were also informed that generally a commitment 
charge of I % was levied on undrawn balance of loan and on account of that 
Rs. 236 lakhs were recoverable during the year 1979-80. 

C. Administrative Costs 

6.17 The following table sets out data regarding lOBI's administrative 
costs in relation to the magnitude of its operations. 

Administrative Costs and Selected Performance indicators/or IDBI 

(Its. in crores) 
--'---

Year Adminis- Sanctions (OI'OlS) Disbut'- Outstand-
trativc sals in. as 
costs Amount No. listancc -_ .. _----------

1971-72 1.16 176.1 2869 93.9 318.8 
1972-73 1.34 157.8 3316 106.5 368.8 
1973-74 1.84 222.0 3863 161.2 467.8 
1974-75 1.07 356.9 7657 211.7 604.7 
1975-76 1.62 480.3 10414 191.6 800.6 
1976-77 4.0~ 788.8 16151 393.1 1067.1 
1977-78 4.67 805.6 15823 474.2 1361.5 
1978-79 5.71 118f'.8 31054 679.7 1817.1 
1979-80 7.18 1490.2 56016 834.9 2397.3 
Growth rate 25.5~;;; 30.7% 45.0% 31.6% 38.6% 

.'._·L __ .• _ .•.•.• __ •. _._._ 

6.18 The IFCI and ICICI provide only direct industrial assistance 
whereas around 66 % of IDBl'sassistance is by way of refinance and rediscounts 
The bills rediscounting scheme is automatic and involves little work load in 
the form of appraisal. documentation and follow-up. With effect from 1st July 
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1978 lOBI refinance assistance to small-scale industry upto Rs. 5 lakhs has 
been fully put on automatic basis covered under Automatic Refinance Sche-
me (ARS). Nearly two thirds of increase in refinance sanctions during 1979-80 
was accounted for by ARS. In any case refinance is granted on the basis of 
the appraisal of the primary londers who bear the credit risk. Hence, both 
the appraisal and post-appraisal work involved in it is much less than in the 
case of directly assisted projects. 

6.19. The lOBI operates on the margin between average cost of its 
funds and average yield on their deployment. The trend in administrative 
costs as a percentage of the operating margin in the case of lOBI, IFCI & 
IClCI was as under :-

Year 

1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
J974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 

Administrative cost as percentage %pertltive margin 

IDBI 

20.5 
',1.4 
25.4 
31..: 
33.0 
38.4 
27.6 
20.3 

IPCI lCICI 

17,1 15.7 
20.9 \6.1 
19.? 17.3 
24.6 22.7 
30.9 19.5 
32.5 21.5 
20.4 23.5 
26.2 27.4 

Note : Operating m'!rgin is taken on pre-tax basis for ICICI and IFCI ; IDBI has 
no tax liability.· '. 

6.20. The percentage of administrative costs to operating margin during 
the years 1971-72 to 1975-76 was higher in the case of the lOBI than of rCfCI 
and IFCI. The lOBI bas explained that unlike IFCI and ICICI, lOBI is 
providing increasing volume of refinance in respect of loans to small-scale 
mdustry, to exports and to projects in backward areas at rates which result 
either in losses for the lOBI or give it a slender margin over cost of funds. 
However, during the last two years on account of increase in IOBIoperations, 
the percentaF of administrative costs to operating margin was lower in the 
case of lOBI than of IFCI and ICICf. The main reasons for a slowly. rising 
operating margin is rapidly rising interest costs on the borrowed funds of 
the lOBI. lOBI's borrowings from the RBI, Government of India market 
and companies increased from Rs. 50 crores in 1971-72 to Rs. 145 crores in 
1974-75 to Rs. 339 crores in 1976-77 and further to Rs. 743.5 crores during 
1979-80. Interest payments increased from Rs. 12.6 crores in 1971-72 to 
Rs. 47.4 crores in 1976-77 and Rs. 120.9 crores in 1979-80. Administrative 
costs, on the other hand have increased faster in the last three to four years 
mainly on account of acquisition of new office premises in Bombay and at 
Regional and Branch Offices, recruitment of new staff and acquisition of resi-
dential accommodation for the staff. 
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6.21. On the whole the average rate of borrowing of the lOBI was 
reported to be 6.48 per cent and the average return was 8.28 %. The adminis-
trative cost as percentage of the operative margin, which was 20.5 in 1971-72. 
had gone upto 38.4 in 1976-77 and come down to 20.3 in 1978-79. The 
administrative cost in the case ofIFCI ranged from 17.1 % to 32.5 % and that 
of ICICI ranged from 15.7% to 23.5 % during this period. In view of the 
substantial portion of IDBI's lending being through refinance, the Committee 
enquired whether the IDB .. s administrative cost was not excessive. The 
Department of Economic Affairs furnished the following note in this connec-
tion : 

"The higher level of administrative cost as percentage of operative 
margin for lOBI during 1976-77 compared to IFCI and lerCI is due to 
the fact that consequent upon the delinking of lOBI, it had to incur 
higher expenditure to acquire new office premises'in Bombay and other 
centres as well recruit additional staff. After the initial process of 
adjustment was over, the percentage had declined in subsequent years 
and was lower at 20.3 % in 1978-79 comp:lfed to IFCI's figure of 27 %. 
It is observed that the administrative cost of lOBI as percentage of 
outstanding has all along been lower compared to IFCI and ICICI. 
It is true that in making comparison with IFCI and ICIcr it has to be 
kept in mind that a substantial portion of lOBI's lending is through 
refinance and bills rediscounting which are risk free. But at the same 
time, lOBI finances exports of capital goods at highly concessional 
rates and also finances large and risky projects whose maturity period 
is generally much longer. It also undertakes to finance the residual 
gap in financing arrangements of large projects and is expected to play 
a key developmental role by undertaking promotional activities which 
involved heavy expenditure." 

6.22. It has also been stated that : 
"the lOBI prepares an annual review of its operational costs and 

presents it to its Board a copy of which it sent to the Government but 
no separate review has been conducted by the Government". 

6.23. On an enquiry of the Committee whether lOBI had assessed the 
comparative economic viability in the sense of profitability of different 
portfolios in the Bank, a representative stated :-

"The highest return we get of all our schemes, is on bill discoun-
ting. Next would come our project loans. The lowest yield would 
come on our under-writing assistance, if you take it as a separate scheme 
.... Then refinance on exports." 

6.24. Asked whether there was any loss in any of the schemes, the 
witness stated :-

"If I take the latest year, 1979-80, our average cost of fund is 6.48 
per cent. On refinance of export, we earn 5.35 per cent. In regard to 
units in backward areas we lent at 6 per cent which is obviously below 
the cost. If you add to this our administrative cost which would be 
roughly another 1.3 per cent. One or two other schemes will also come 
in. Direct loans for exports would also appear to be running in losses, 
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refinanace of industrial loans is also running at a loss. If I take the 
average, the entire re-tlnance operation would appear to be one where 
we are making losses." 
6.25. The Committee were further informed on an enquiry that the 

lOBI did not propose to make any review in this regard. 

O. Overdues 

6.26. The amount of overdues outstanding by way of principal amount 
in default and interest in arrears as at the end of June 1980 is given below: 

Scheme 

1. Direct Loans· 
l. Refinance 
3. Export Credit 

-.- -----"_ .. _._------

Principal 
in def~ult 

3606 
181 
177 

3964 

(Rupees in lakhs) 

Interest Total 
in arrears 

48S4 8460 
32S S06 
190 367 

5369 9333 
.-.-~----- .-

·Ir.cludes dues under Soft loan and Technical Development Fund Scheme. 

6.27. Age-wise analysis of principal amount and interest in arrears in 
respect of direct loans is set out below : 

(Rs. in lakhs) 
. --.--.--.-.---- .,----------,,----------------

Age of arl'08rs 

Upto 6 months 
, months to 12 months 
12 to 18 months 
11 months and above 

Principal 
in default 

186 
681 
477 

2263 

3607 

Interest in Total 
arrears 
.-.---~.---.--.----

747 933 
765 1446 
427 904 

291S 5178 

48S4 8461 

6.28. Management deficiencies, process problems, marketing difficul-
ties, power shortage and labour trouble are stated to be among the major 
factors which have contributed to the uneconomic working of the concerns 
and resultant defaults. These companies are being closely monitored and 
steps are being/have been initiated for bringing about improvement in their 
operations. 

6.29. As on 30th June 1980, the share of principal in default (Rs. 36.07 
crores) to total principal outstanding (Rs.8S8.61 crores) was 4.2%. 

6.30. The principal in arrears under refinance scheme as at end June 
1980 was Rs. 1.81 crores; of this, Rs. 1.37 crores was due from SFC, mainly 
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Assam and Karnataka and Rs. 0.36 crores from com-
mercial banks and Rs. 0.08 crore from SIDes/SIIes. 
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6.21. It would be seen from the statements above that out of overdues 
by way of principal in default and interest in arrears, Rs.93.33 crores at the 
end of June 1980 under various schemes operated by lOBI Rs. 84.60 crores 
relate to direct loans. Age-wise analysis of these overdues in respect of direct 
loans has revealed that Rs. 51.78 crores are as old as 18 months and above. 
It has been stated that as many as 244 out of 640 companies assisted by lOBI 
under Project Finance Scheme were in arrears to the tune of Rs. 82.4 crores 
of these 54 crores were sick units. The Committee wanted to know the 
reasons for the lOBI not knowing the detail of the default by these 244 
companies in respect of loans advanced by other institutions despite lOBI's 
coordination role. In reply a representative of lOBI said in eVidence :-

"We have got the lead institution scheme. It is they who keep 
track of the companies assisted by them. We do not have data about 
all other institutions. 
6.32. The Committee were assured that an attempt was being made 

since December 1980 to consolidate this data at one place. 

6.33. It was also revealed during evidence that out of the total over-
dues by the assisted companies 45 % accounted for by 8 companies alone. 

6.34. In a note submitted to the Committee by lOBI on 18-3-1981 the 
latest position of Overdues as on 30-6-] 980 was stated to be as under :-

"As on this date 235 companies were in arrears to JOBI to the 
tune of Rs.81.3 crores comprising principal repayments of Rs.34.1 crores 
and interest payments of Rs.47.2 crores of the 235 companies in arrears 
defaults of 120 companies involving aggregate overdues of Rs.54.3 
crores (principal of Rs.22.2 crores and interest payments of Rs.32.1 
crores) were under consideration for reschedulment/deferment. 
Defaults of 70 companies deferment for an aggregate amount of Rs.57 
crores are in the nature of temporary or technical defaults (timing 
difference) were recovered shortly thereafter the balance amount of 
Rs.21.4 crores from 45 companies was in default by units which are 
faced with long-term problems such as market constraints, technical 
and managerial problems." 

6.35. lOBI intimated (March 1981) that there were 134 industrial 
projects assisted by lOBI during the three years ended June J 980 in respect 
of which personal guarantees were stipulated while sanctioning the direct 
industrial assistance to them. Scheme-wise number of cases where personal 
guarantees were stipulated are given below : 
_ ... -_._---_ ....... _----.-. ---------.----- -_. --.--_ ... '- --.... --.- .... . 

Scheme Nt). of unit, 

Project Finance Scbeme (Loans an~ undcrwrilinl) 49 
Units allSistcd under Soft Loans Scheme 83 
Technical Development Fund Scheme: 2 

----- .... _--_._-_ ..... -_._-- .---- .. _._. __ . __ . - .. -- ---
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6.36. Personal guarantees were stipulated wherever the share of con-
cerned companies were closely held or the financial position of the units was 
weak and the margin of security available to the institutions for their loans 
was low. In some cases institutions felt desirable to stipulate personal 
guarantees in the light of their experience with the promoters. 

6.37. In 60 cases though personal guarantees were taken, these were not 
enforced though the companies were in arrears to lOBI in payment of interest 
and/or instalments of the loan for the following reasons : 

(i) Reconstruction/restructuring!rehabilitation/nursing programme is 
under consideration. 

(ii) The set back in the working of the comr.anies is mainly attributable 
to withdrawals of incentives earlier available and hence the matter 
is under consideration. 

(iii) Merger proposals are under consideration. 
(iv) Recall notices were i~sued and necessary legal steps were taken. 

but the question of invocation of personal guarantees kept in 
abeyance for the appropriate time. 

(v) State/Central Government decision in certain cases awaited. 

6.38. In another note the lOBI explained the policy followed by it in 
regard to ohtaining of promoters guarantee for the loans sanctioned to 
industrial units as follows :-

"The lending policy of lOBI is not security oriented, that is to say 
that the decision to grant or not to grant loan to an industrial unit 
principally depends upon the viahility ofa project and not on the worth, 
of the !leCurity offered for the loan. Nevertheless, as a lender, lOBI 
has to ohtain requisite security for the loans granted by it which consists 
of a charge on the immovable and movable assests of the assisted unit. 
In line with this policy, IDBI does not normally insist upon personal 
guarantee of the promoters where the security offered by the assisted 
units is otherwise in order and the management set-up of the unit is 
considered satisfactory. III this matter, IOBT has been following the 
glJidelines i"sued by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) from time to time 
in terms of which personal guarantees are not to be insisted upon un-
less absolutely warranted ." 

6.39. The Committee have been informed that the policy in regard to ob-
taining perosnal guarantees wa'i reviewed at the Inter-Institutional Meeting on 
March 21,1978 consequent to a circular issued by RBI on May 16, 1977. The 
consensus at the 11M meeting was that personal guarantees might be- obtained 
in the case of puhlic limited companies whose financial position and or capa-
city for cash generation were not satisfactory and where the shares of the 
company were closely held by a person or all identifiable group of persons, 
the basic criteria being whether or not the protection otherwise available 
would be adequate. This policy decision it has been claimed has been 
adhered to by lDBI. 
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6.40. Exception is however, being made to the aforesaid policy in 
respect of loans granted to the Sugar Co-operatives where in addition to the 
usual mortgage of assets, guarantees are obtained from the State and Central 
Governments on 50 : 50 basis which are residuary in character. This is due 
to the (i) diffculty in enforcing the security in the case of a co-operative unit (ii) 
uncertainty of prospects of the sugar industry, the concession available and 
(iii) the fact that bulk of the share capital of such societies is contributed by 
the Government, the balance being widely diffused amongst the c..lne gro-
wers. 

6.41. The Committee enquired thnt OIlC unit of a large house defaulted 
world lOBI stop any further accommodation to that unit only or make a call 
from the other units of that concern also. The Chairman, lOBI said in 
evidence :-

"While we have not formulated a policy the latest thinking on this 
is and are discussing this with the Government and the Reserve Bank 
to collect data from all the financial institutions as well as from the 
commercial banks the particnlan: of various companies where a parti-
cular promoter is involved and collect information regarding the past 
performance in respect of various advances, so that this information is 
readily available to us while considering any new proposal what we call 
the data bank idea is catching up and we are working on it." 

6.42. As regards exchange of credit information among the finane ial 
institutions, the Chairman, lOBI expresslng his doubts, statecl: 

"There the risk is under the present laws of the country, WI do 
not get any protection. A borrower, who is difficult can sue us for 
damages we have been advised that this being confidenti.,.1 and secret 
information. " 

6.43. II' a subsequent note submitted to the Committee in March 1981, 
the lOBI clarified the positioI' as follows :-

. "Section 29 of the lOBI Act prohibits IDBI from divulging any 
mformation relating to or to the affairs of its constituents except 

(i) when it is required to divulge the information un~r the Act or 
any other law; 

(ii) in the circumstances iT) which it is in accordance with the law or 
pr~ctice and usage customary among bar,kers necessary or appro-
pnate for the Bank to divulge such information. 

~ view of ~ above provision wherever any informatiof' relating to 
$,..... or to the affairs of the constituents of lOBI is required by bankers 

or other financial institutiof's, lOBI is free to divulge the same." 
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6.44. As regards exchange of information regarding the credit worthiness 
of the units-assisted among the various banks and other financial institutions. 
as contemplated under the IDBI Act, [in 29{lA)] the Secretary Deptt. of 
Economic Affairs, admitted that there was some lacuna in that, though 
there was exchange of information at the time of sanctioning of loan under 
a consortium approach, there was no periodic exchange of information at 
the repayment schedules vis-a-vis defaults. He stated that the system in this 
regard had to evolve. He expressed an hope that participation certificate 
scheme might cover this aspect. 

6.45. On question of personal guarantees, Secretary stated the position 
as prevailing after 1977 and informed that if a company was closely held 
lOBI insisted on personal guarantees, but in each case some kind of comm-
ercial judgement has to be taken. 

6.46. The Committee wanted to know if the defaults in repayment of 
loan could be attributed to inadequate appraisal of ~rojects before sanction 
of a loan. A representative oflDBI tried to dispel this Impression and pleaded: 

.. An impression should not be created that these defaults are due 
to deficiencies in appraisal. At the time of appraisal, taking the differ-
ent parameters and projections, they were potentially viable companies ; 
and projects were financed. Subsequently, certain things happened in 
raw material pricing, etc. When it comes to appraisal standards, it 
will not be a correct impression that there was something physically 
wrong in the appraisal system in IDBI". 

6.47. According to the Secretary, Department of Economic. Affairs, 
the position with regard to overdues was not happy and it was partiy a mimi-
festation of general health of the industry. He felt that the remedial mea-
sures to get 0 "er sickness of industry had to be intensified. 

6.48. The Secretary, denied that there was any failure of the system or 
procedure resulting into heavy defaults. Asked if any lessons had been 
learnt from these defaults. the witness stated : 

Ul have not asked the IDBI the questio~ as to what lesson they 
have learnt, but I do know that many of these issues have been dis-
cussed in the Board of the lOBI of which I also happened to be a 
member. The most important thing is to see that at the appraisal 
stage, a very hard look is taken at the various aspects of proposals and 
that appraising staff is not led away by rosy projections which are some-
times put up by entrepreneurs that Dot only financial projections, but 
also marketing technological aspects are attended to. All those need 
to be looked at. This is a major lesson which has come out. But 
one should also appreciate that. There is a lot of pressure. Oh I 
delays took place, this happens, that happens and then there is pressure 
to work against time." 
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E. Chief Executives of I.D.a.l. 

6.49. Since February 1976, when the lOBI was delinked from the Re-
serve Bank of India, there have been as many as four Chairmen of lOBI. 

6.50. Shri RlI.gburaj and Shri Jagdish Saxena were initially appoin-
ted for a period of one year and two years respectively and they retired on 
completion of their initiaUy stipulated full terms, which were extended by 
three and five months respectively pending, the selection of next incumbent 
to this office by the Government. 

6.51. Shri R.K. Talwar was appointed for a period of five years. He 
however, after being in office for a little over one year resigned and GoverI~
ment appointed Shri N.N. Pai as Chairman & Managing Director with effect 
from 1 January 1981 for a term of three years. 

6.52. During the course examination of the representative of the 
Department of Economic Affairs the Committee enquired as to how far such 
frequent changes at the top level affected policy formulation in the apex 
financial institution that the lOBI is. The Secretary of the Department 
had the following to say : 

"We have tried to see whether the frequent changes which have 
taken place-have, in fact, affected the working of the lOBI. There 
are various ways of looking at this matter. It is very difficult to make 
a judgement. One view is that this is a continuous arrangement. and 
so long as there are well established procedures and policies, probably 
a change may not make a great difference. On the other hand, there is 
also another view that, if a new person comes, he takes some time to 
get into strides, may be, he has his own ideas and is not able to fully 
put them into practice before he leaves office. So, frankly we find it 
a little difficult to make a judgement on this. But we would agree 
that a somewhat longer tenure would certainly be in the interest of 
efficient functioning of the institution. II 

6.53. On a suggestion of the Committee that in future there should be 
a longer term of office for the Chairman lOBI, the Secretary reacted by saying 
that the Government was taking care to see that they are given a three-year 
term, which according to him was a good term. 

F. Executive Committee 

6.54. Under Section 7 of the Act, the Executive Committee should 
consist of 11 members. The Executive Committee's strength varied from 
5 to 10 during the period 1975 to 1980. The atten~ance at the Exc:~tive 
Committee meetings was to the extent of 50 % or less m 13 out of 65 slttmgs 
held. 
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6.55. A representative of the lOBI explained in evidence that effective 
strength of Executive Committee was only 10 since a single person was app-
ointed as Chairman & Managing Director. The actual strength of the 
Executive Committee, it was pointed out. was less in the first two years after 
delinking from RBI, as the Board of lOBI itself, from which Members of 
the Committee were to be appointed had more than five vacancies. 

6.56. While discussing this issue with the Secretary, Department of 
Economic Affairs, the Committee pointed out that as the Executive Committee 
was the body sanctioning loans, the vacancies in its strength gave an impre-
ssion that these loans were not processed as well as they should have been. 
The Secretary while admitting the delay in ,',ppointing five persons from among 
the non-officials with special knowledge of and professional experience in 
science, technology, economics, industry, etc. on the Board from February 
1976 to October, 1977 agreed that it would have been better and the Execu-
tive Committee would have functioned bet.er, if it was at full strength. 

G. State Financial Corporations 

6.57. As on date (November 1980) there are 18 State Financial Cor-
porations and 24 State Industrial Development Corporations/State Indus-
trial & Investment Corporations set up in various States. The role of lOBI 
in relation to the SFCs is stated to be guiding and controlling them. 

6.58. Though lOBI !las no statutory control over the operations of 
SIOCs/SIICs, it has secured consent of SIOCs/SIICs through the amendments 
of their Memorandum and Articles of Association for the lOBI to exercise 
control through appointment of lOBI nominee on the Board of each SIDC, 
undertaking inspection, ceiling of periodical returns and issue of guidelines 
on important policy matters affecting term lending operations. 

6.59. The lOBI also informed the Committee that in the Planning. 
Commission lOBI represented SFCs in regard to their budget and resources. 
Almost all the requirements of SFCs were funded by lOBI through the 
refinance scheme and by allocation of quantum of bonds to be issued by them 
which lOBI does on behalf of the RBI and the Planning Commission. IDBI 
also conducts discussion on their behalf with the Planning Commission. 

6.60. During the period of last three years (July 1977 to June 1980) 
lOBI inspected 12 State Financial Corporations. which revealed a number of 
shortcomings in their functioning. e.g. frequent changes at the top level. 
inadequate training to staff. lack of pUblicity to schemes, r~ed back fro m 
assisted units, supervision and r,,\low-up, besides delays in disbursement 
and accumulation of arrears. 

6.6J. About the periodicity of inspections, a representative of lOBI 
explained as follows :-

"In respect of State Financial Corporations we undertake formal 
inspection under the State Financial Corporations Act. This inspec-
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tioll is UDciertaJceIl 0JICe in three years. In addition to this formal 
iDspec:tion we undertake evaluation of investment by the State Financial 
Corporations as well as State Industrial Development Corporations. 
These exercises are done once a year for all of them. We have got two 
nominee Directors on the Boards of State Financial Corporations and 
on the State Industrial Development Corporations there is one." 

6.62. The Committee referred to the reported indictment by the World 
Bank Mission of the functioning of State level financial institutions, which 
read as follows :-

"The World Bank team was not exactly delighted at the way these 
corporations were functioning. It is understood to have suggested 
to the Government that if the deterioration in their working continues 
their economic viability will soon be threatened. 

The team also did not approve of the frequent changes effected 
at the top in these corporations, which in its view, were coming in the 
way of SFCs' efficient functioning. It felt that top management 
personnel should n,Qt be disturbed for at least four to five years once 
they are appointea. 

The team was also gravely concerned at the failure of SFCs to 
recover loans and the mounting arrears allowed to accumulate at an 
alarming pace. lOBI shares the World Bank sentiment in this regard 
and both the organisations are understood to have impressed upon 
the Government the need for a follow-up of assisted projects by SFCs 
and initiation of legal steps by the corporations to recover arrears." 
(Financial Express dt. 27-2-198]). 

6.63. A representative of lOBI deposed in the following manner :-

"We share the concern of the World Bank in the assessment of 
the SFCs. In this connection we would like to submit that the app-
ointment of the Managing Directors has been a matter of conern for 
us. According to the provision in SFC Act. the appointment of 
the Managing Director is to be made by the State Governtnent after 
obtaining the advice of the lOBI. In practice, several State Govern-
ments make very frequent changes in the post of Managing Director." 

6.64. The Chairman, lOBI further added :-

"We do canced" that there may be some daftciencies. But we have 
taken effective steps to get these nominated directors trained under 
a special management programme organised by Management 
Development Institute at Delhi. Recently, we had another programme 
to train them in the aspects of control with regard to operations 

~~ of the Corporation where they are representing the financial 
institution ... 

11 1.88/81-5 
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6.65. On the World Bank report, the Secretatycommeo;ted as (0110",12-

"I would straightway agree that some State Financial CorPoration 
have notbecn functioning- effectively. On tho other hand, there is a 
very large number of SFCs whose penorm.ance on the whole h,as been 
satisfactory and in some cases it is first class. Now that is the position 
and it is resultant of so many things like the effectiveness of the State 
Government and how much heed has becn paid to lOBI advice the 
general conditions in the State and all other factors that contribute 
to the efficient or inefficient functioning of these institutions." 

6.66. The Committe~ were also informed that in 1980-81 lOBI in-
troduced the system of Business Plan and Resource Forecast on the entire 
gamut of operations of the SIDCs with a view to fixing the refinance limit. 
This has been of tremendous use in giving an opportunity tor monitoring 
the activities and also for the SFCs to have a better understanding. 

6 .67. On the question of frequent change of Managing Directors of the 
SPCs, the Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs stated that:-

the 

"That may be correct. The power is with the State Government 
and the State Governments under the law are supposed to consult the 
lOBI and the IDBI is supposed to approve or at least express its 
opinion. The procedure is being followed." 

6.68. On the Committee pointing out that this wa~ not very helpful, 
Secretary replied that:-

"The State Governments have certain powers which they exercise 
beyond a certain point it would be difficult to re-gulate such exercise. 
Unless we say that the State Financial Corporations will have officials 
nominated by the Central Government or by the IDBI, it would not 
work very well." 

6.69. The Committee pointed out that the Internal Auditors of lOBI 
• had in: one of their reports had stated, "The nominee directors do not take 

their work seriously and enquired what steps lOBI had taken to improve 
the effectiveness of Nominee Directors. A representative of the Bank re-
vealed ;-

"Every month there is a meeting of the State Financial Corpo-
ration and these nominee Directors after attending the Board meeting 
submit their Report to the Bank. In December 1979 we convened 
a conference of all our nominee Directors and discussed with them as 
to what aspects in the Board functioning they are supposed to attend to. 
After that detailed guidelines have been issued to them in this respect." 

6.70. As at the end of March 1980 total overdues. for aU SFCs 
amounted to Rs. 21,455 lakhs forming 27.16% of their total outstanding 
loans, as against Rs. 17,487 lakhs forming 27.15% as at the end of 
March, 1979. . 

6.71. There is delay in disposal of applicatioDS for assistaDce and there 
II also delay in disbursement of assistance sanctioned despite various measures 
taken to expedite the work. During 1979-110, 17 per cent of the applications 
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were delayed by more than 6 months. The Dumber ,of applieatiells .... u 
.. 1O JUDe, 1980 WIS 780 and the qDantam of assistuc:e soapt r.r It)' -die 
."Ikants wu:Rs. 1082.6 crores. The Dlldisbanecl suc:tioas were of tIae order 

. Gf RI. 14.24.1 crore5. Obviouly the del.y ID saDdiOD and tile .-, la, dis-
bursing tbe amoODts sanctloaed are also the causes of time slippaae ... c0nse-
quent cost escalation of projects leading to request for additional assistance 
from tbe financial institutions. The Committee desire lIIat case stoclies of a few 
typical cases of the delays should be made independently and 011 the basis of the 
Qutcome of tbe studies further steps sbould be taken to streamline the proee4ares 
to expedite tbe work. 

6.n. The Committee would stress the need to check at the time of ap-
praising tbe projects tbe price of equipments, imported and indigeoou, to ensure 
tbat tbere is no inftation of cost. A foolproof system in this reaard should be 
evolved. 

6.73. Incidentally, there bave been cases wbere tbe applications were 
asked to be withdrawn ratber than being rejected by some financial institutions. 
This practice, in the opinion of the Committee, is not correct as it might land 
the other fiDaocial institutions in trouble. There sbould be a system of exchange 
of information on projects rejected among the financial institutions to safe-
guard the overall interest of the institutions. 

6.74. On tbe whole, the average rate of borrowing of the IDBI is reported 
to be 4.48 per cent and the average return 8.28 per cent during 1979-80. 'Ibe 
refinance assistance for backward area development aad direct loaDS for exports 
are reported to be unremunerative. The bigbest retarD is from tbe bills re-
discounting followed by project loans and reftnaoce on exports. The Committee 
desire that the precise position in this regard for each scheme operated by the 
IDBI and the other finaocial institutions sbould be brought out in tbe annual 

\ reports and the consolidate position shown in the report 'Development Banking 
of India'. Steps should be taken, on the basis of analysis of costs for each 
scheme, to cut down overhead expenses. In this connection the Committee 
find tbat the administrative cost as percentage of operating margin ranged from 
20.3 to 38.4 during the period 1971-79. The Committee feel that this is on the 
high side considering the fact that a substaotlal portion of the IDBI's lending is 
tbrough refinaoce. 

6.7S. The position of defanlts In repayment by tbe assisted uolts disturbs 
tbe Committee. The amount of overdues was of tbe order of Rs. 93.33 cror~ 
as at the end of June, 1980. Ofthis, Rs. 51.78 crores were more than 18 montlti 
old. The Committee would like this position to be depicted in the Annual 
Reports relating the position of overdues to the amount due for payment and not 
to the total amount disbursed. As maoy as 244 out of 640 companies assisted L 
by the lOBI under the Project Finance Scheme were in arrears to tbe extent 
of Rs. 82.4 crores, 45 per cent of which was accounted for by 8 companies 
alone. Of the 244 com..,ani~ in default, 54 were reported to be sick units. 
This gives room for a dcfii6tabout the efficacy of the project appraisal tech-
niques now employed. The Committee desire that on the basis of a post 
implementation appraisal of sucb projects, necessary improvements should 
be made io the project appraisal techniques. The Committee furtber feel that 
in future the desirability of obtaining personal guaraotees should be considered 
unless the nature of a company is sucb that it is not possible. 
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6.76 TIle mBI is DOt .ware of the extent of default in repayment by the 
244 eompules III nspeet of 108IIS advaaced by otber fiDudal IDstltatloas. 
'I1ds is surprlslag to the Committee as Sedioll 29(IA) of the mBI Aet .. bles 
the mBI to eoUed aad exell .. credit iIlformatiOll. 1bis sboaId be easured 
fa future ad • coasoIidate picture of overdues sbouId emerge. 

6.77 The Committee are eoDCerDed about the lack of eoatiDuity fa the 
top positiOD of the mBI aad the vacaaeies 011 the Board. There were 4 Chair-
mea of the IDBI sbIce February 1976 aad 5 vacaades were kept 011 the Board 
for two years. The vacancies 011 the Board were refteeted ia the Executive 
Committee of the IDBI. The attenduce of the Executive Committee meetiags 
wu to the exteat of 50 % or less ia 13 out of 65 sittiags held duriag 1975-80. 
The Committee desire that it should be easared in future that there is a conti-
Duity for atleast 3 years ia the top position and the vaeucies on the Board 
are DOt allowed to remain for unduly long time. Farther, the attendaace at the 
Board ud the Executive Committee meetings should be improved. 

6.78 The SFCs work tmder the guidance ud directions of the IDBI. 
A measure of eontrol is also to be exercised by the IDBI by means of inspectioD 
once ia 3 years. However, only 11 out of 18 SFCs have been inspected duriag 
the last three years. A number of shortcomings in tbeir working in regard 
to project appraisal, foUow-up and recovery of lous etc. have been noticed. 
The Committee also note tbat a World Buk team bad reportedly an occasioD 
to criticise the f.ctioaiug of the SFCs and opined that if the deterioration io 
tbeir working eontiaued then economic viabUity would soon be threaten. 
The overall arrears ia the repayment of loans advuced by them were to the 
exteat of Rs. 214.6 crores as at the end of March,I980. The Committee are 
verymuch concerned about this situation. They desire that the programme of 
opgradation of the SFCs shoaId be put through early and good performance 
eDSured through the Director Dominated by the lOBI on their Boards. The 
role of the IDBI directors on their Boards is not evidently satisfactory now. 

NEW DELHI; 
April 29, 1981 

Vaisakha 9, 1903(S) 

BANS! LAL, 
Chairman, 

Committee on Public Undertakings. 
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l. 1.35 

2. 1.36 

3. 1.37 

The Industrial Development Bank of India was established 
in 1964 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of the RBI. Amendments 
made in 1975 to the lOBI Act, 1964, brought about a 
very significant change in the role of the Bank. It was no 
longer a mere operating concern but was also made the 
"principal financial institution for co-ordinating, in conformity 
with national priorities. the working of institutions engaged in 
financing, promoting or developing industry and for assisting 
the development of such institutions". The performance of 
the lOBI should therefore be evaluated not only on the basis 
of quantum and results of its assistance to the industry but also 
having regard to its role in organising the entire range of term-
loan financing for industrial development of the country. 

Although under Section 37 of the lOBI Act, the Board 
may make regulations for the purpose of giving effect to the 
provision of the Act which inter alia may provide for generally 
the efficient conduct of the affairs of the Bank, no detailed 
regulations have been made especially in regard to the apex 
role assigned to it by the Amending Act of 1975. There 
were also no guidelines issued by the Government in regard 
to the discharge of the enlarged responsibilities of the Bank. 
The Committee feel that suitable regulations and guidelines 
are necessary in order to first have a clear concept of the 
enlarged functions and then ensure the efficctive discharge of 
the functions. 

The national Five Year Plans are indicative in relation to the 
private sector investments. However, if the mechanism of 
Industrial licensing and development financing is properly 
used even the private sector could be made to broadly adhere 
to the Plan. As regards the industrial licensing the Dagli 
Committee on Controls and Subsidies in its report presented 
in May 1979 had observed that lately industrial licensing and 
the plans were not properly integrated and added: "The 
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industrial licensing system has not in consequence ensured 
the development of industries according to Plan priorities; 
has f~iled to present the gr.oWth. of capacity in non-e.c;sential 
industries; has not also been effective in securing proper 
regional dispersal of industries; and has not succeeded in con-
taining monopolies and the concentration of economic power". 
TIle Committee would commend a similar critical study of the 
results of development financing for the industry fOf taking 
such corrective steps as may be warranted. 

4. 1.38 As an apex institution the lOBI ought to be responsible 
for business planning and resource forecasting in'tesPect of 
the entire range of term loan financing of the industry in the 
country. The Committee note that a beginning has been made 
in this direction and a fi'V'e-year plan has been prepared to co-
incide with the Sixth Plan. The Committee have, however, 
been informed that there has been so far no separate allocation 
of credit for the expansion of existing industrial unit~ and for 
new projects. There should be in future separate allocation . 

. S. 1.39 It is the responsibility, of the lOBI to assess and bring out 
the results of operations of term loan financing of all the fin-
ancial and investment institutions. Here again the lOBI 
bas made just a beginning to bring out a comprehensive re-
port on development banking in India. The Committee de-
sire that this report should be laid before Parliament annually. 

6. ] .40 The main objective of the financial institutions is to help. 
step up capital formation in socially desirable direction. The 
major deciding criterion in appraisal of projects for assistance 
is the socio-economic benefits. In pursuance of the national 
priority of promoting employment opportunities the develop-
ment banks ought to prefere as far as possible labour intensive 
processes. Financial viability of a private sector project may 
be a necessary condition but it is not a sufficient condition. 
The basic test is the expected returns from the national 
point of view. The project appraisal techniques, thus, 
assume crucial importance in the context of realising the 
planned objectives. According to the Member-Secretary, 
Planning Commission there is scope for improvement in 
regard to project appraisal and monitoring in view of the 
decline in productivity and profitability of the assisted 
concerns. The Committee recommend that the Planning 
Commission should issue suitable guidelines for the project 
appraisal and monitoring by the development banks. 

7. 1.41 The lOBI has so far in its 16 years of existence 
sanctioned an aggregate assistance of Rs. 5391 crores 
and disbursed Rs. 3611.7 crores. The IDBI has claimed 
that the assistance rendered by it so far has catalysed 
or will catalyse an investment of about Rs. 11,700 
crores and directly created or will generate 15.5 lakh 
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new jobs. The lOBI do not have any reliable data in this re-
gard for the totality of the assistlUlce rendered by all the term-
loan financing institution!>. It is disappointing to the Commi-
ttee that this should be so despite the coordinating role and the 
overall responsibility for the institutional finance assigned to 
the lOBI. The Committee desire that in future the data on the 
overalI capital formation and employment generation as wen 
as the value added to the economy on account of the activities 
of all the institutions should be brought out annually in the 
report on the 'Development Banking in India'. 

S. 1.42 The projects are assisted by the various institutions upto 
about 60 per cent of the cost of each project. The assistance 
ill rendered in combination by a number of institutions and in 

9. 1.43 

. that process there has been a lot of duplication of efforts. At 
present there is some vertical division of work between the 
regional and the all rndia institution. A sectoral division of 
work which has been attempted in the case of soft loans has 
now virtually been abandoned. The Committee feel fhat in the 
present context of scarcity of resources and limited expertise 
in regard to project appraisal, duplication of efforts of all 
Indian financial institutions should be avoided. They, how-
ever, note that the lead bank concept and the proposed parti-
cipation certificate scheme would avoid such a duplication to a 
large extent. The Committee desire that as far as possible 
each financial institution should exclusively deal with a few 
industries so that matters could be made simpler to the assisted 
concerns and there could be no duplication of efforts by the 
financial institutions. This would also make for specia-
lisation and better expertise in project appraisal. 

There is not much of a formal control by the IDBI over 
other financial institutions except in relation to th IFCI and 
the SFCs. However, certain enabling provisions for exer-
cising a measure of control have been made in the Articles of 
Association of SIOCs/SHCs. The coordination amon! the 
institutions is mainly ensured through Inter-Institutional 
Meetings and uniformity on policies secured informally. In 
this connection the Committee would like to recall what the then 
Finance Minister said when the lOBI Bill was considered by 
Parliament. According to him the lOBI would be concerned 
directly or indirectly with all problems or questions relating 
to the long and medium term financing of industry and would 
be in a pOSition, if necessary, to adopt and enforce a system of 
priorities in promoting future industrial growth. The Com-
mittee desire that after a critical study of the effect of industrial 
financing as recommended by them, a review of working 
arrangement between othe IDBI and its sister institutions 
should be made to see whether it should be placed on a formal 
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footing to achieve better results. Incidentally the Committee 
would commend the idea of having a nominee of the 
Planning Commission on the Board of the lOBI. 

As at the end of June 1980, the lOBI sanctioned assistance 
to 930 companies under the direct project finance schemes 
consisting mainly of Project Finances soft loans and technical 
development fund assistance. Assistance disbursed under the 
Project Finance Scheme during the 16 years aggregated Rs. 
931 crores. The disbursals comprised of RI. 857.5 crores of 
loan assistance and Rs. 73.5 crores of capital subscription. 
The Committee are concerned to note that nearly two-fifths 
of the total sanctions during the year 1979-80 was to meet 
cost over-runs of the projects assisted earlier and of this 
Rs. 101.2 crores was accounted for by a single project viz. 
Gujarat Narmada Valley Fertilizers Co. Ltd. This shows 
that something is wrong with the initial project appraisal. 
The result will be undoubtedly reduction in anticipated pro-
ject benefits both in financial and economic terms. The posi-
tion thus calls for an examination to evolve suitable and 
effective monitoring and control techniques. 

The soft loan scheme for modernisation introduced in 
November 1976 covered cotton textiles, jute, cement, sugar 
and s~cified engineering industries. Of late there has been 
a decline in the level of assistance rendered under this scheme, 
the demand for modernisation needed by the textile industry, 
the main beneficiary of the scheme, having been largely met. 
The Committee recommend that the scheme should be exten-
ded to other sectors of industry on the basis of an assessment 
of the need for modernisation. It is not uncommon that 
request for assistance for modernisation is turned down. 
The Committee, however, understand that an appeal against 
the rejection could be entertained by the Chairman, lOBI. 
The Committee would like this fact to be publicised for the 
information of the prospective users of the assistance. 

The fairly widespread sickness in industry causes grave 
concern to the Committee. Among the industrial units 
assisted by the all India financial institutions viz. lOBI. 
IFCI and ICICI there were 122 sick units as on 31 December 
1980. Of these, 84 were handled by the lOBI for rehabilita-
tion as on 30 June. 1980. The Committee feel that the 
monitoring and rehabilitation of the sick units on all India 
basis should be the responsibility of the lOBI. At present 
there seems to be no clear concept of which types of units 
could be regarded as sick. There also seems to be some 
depulication of efforts between the RBI and the lOBI. The 
Committee desire that uniform guidelines should be evolved 
to determine which units are sick and what follow-up action 

--_.- ._._------_._-- --_.---- ----------
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should be taken to Durse them back to normal health. The aU 
India positioD in this regard should be reflected in the report, 
'Development Banking in India' brought out by the lOBI 
in future. 

Loans are converted into equity since 1970-71 as per ~ide
lines given by the Government. The purpose is stated to be 
to have a share of the prosperity of the assisted concerns and 
to participate in their management. Out of 569 cases where 
the conversion option was stipulated by the all India flDancial 
iastitutions, the option was waived so far (June 1980) in 121 
caleS. The Committee desire that since the scheme bas beea 
ill operation for 10 years now, further guidelines should be 
issued. These guidelines should bring out the circumstances 
under which the option could be waived or how and at what 
stage the conversion should take place. A stage of conver· 
sion could be a certain level of production attained by a unit. 

Working capital is an important determinant of the 
success of an IDdustrial project but is seldom recognised 
by the financial institutions. Barring certain exceptions the 
lOBI has not extended working capital assistance and it is 
left entirely to be organised by the commercial banks. How-
ever, at the project appraisal stage no firm commitment is 
obtained from the commercial banks who also participate 
in term-loan financing. Often lack of working capital is the 
cause of sickness industry. The Committee are of the 
view that the commercial banks need not be associated 
in a big way in term·loan financing; instead they should be 
committed to working capital accommodation. An arran..:ment 
in the regard should be worked by the lOBI for the guIdance 
of all the financial institutions and enforced. 

In terms of the loan agreement, the financial institutions 
and investment institutions are empowered to have their 
nominees on the Board of Directors of the assisted units. 
The Committee note that out of 849 lOBI assisted companies 
as on 31 December 1980, 167 were without a nominee on 
their boards from any institution. It is not clear as to how 
many of these 167 companies are sick. Further, no study of 
the role of nominee directors has been made so far. It is 
only recently that the lOBI has commissioned such a study. 
According to the Member·Secretary. Planning Commission, 
the role of nominee directors was not quite satisfactory and 
there was need for feedback to government on sectoral 
trends and health of industry for future planning. As per the 
guidelines issued by Government, the financial institutions, in 
consultation with the lOBI, wiD be responsible for laying down 
drills for feeding the directors and feedback to themselves so -------_ .. - ----------_._---------
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that institutional participation in the management of assisted 
concerns, particularly at the policy level develops into a 
meaningful reality. The Committee recommend that Govern-
ment should give a new look at the institution of nominee 
directors and assess its contribution especially in re~ard to 
sick units in order to evolve fresh guidelines on the baSIS of the 
experience gained. 

The lOBI entered the fields of export finance mainly after 
the amendment in 1972 to the lOBI Act 1964. It extends 
assistance to exporters. overseas buyers credit, overseas 

. investment finance etc. to industrial concerns as well as 
persons. The Committee's examination revealed that there 
is no clear provision in the Act to cover the cash assistance 
rendered by the lOBI for equity participation in joint ventures 
abroad. The legality of this practice should, therefore, be 
examined. 

The IOBT has assisted so far lO joint ventures, 41 turkney 
projects and 90·constructions projects under the export finance 
schemes. Further, in view of the complexities of the cons-
truction jobs abroad, the lOBI has been entrusted with the 
task of scrutinising all proposals involving overseas construc-
tion contracts irrespective of the need or otherwise for any 
financial assistance from the lOBI. This is an important 
function. The Committee therefore regret that there is no 
perfect system whereby the lOBI could come to know of how 
the jobs undertaken, fared. It is common knowledge that a 
numbrer of jobs turned out to be unremunerative. Unless 
there is a feedback there could be no meaningful scrutiny of 
proposals. In regard to the projects assisted by the lOBI 
there is also no effective supervisory mechanism at present 
and the lOBI is in the process of developing. a mechanism. 
On the whole, the Committee feel that the export finance 
does not directly promote industrialisation within the country. 
It is not quite appropriate to chanalise the finance through the 
lOBI, which is a development bank. The Committee have 
been informed that for want of a better institution, the lOBI 
has been entrusted with this function. They have further been 
informed that the proposed EXIM bank will take over the 
work after it is set up. 

Incidentally, the Committee understand that perfor-
mance guarantees given in connection with a construction work 
undertaken by Oalal Consultants Ik, Engineers Pvt. Ltd. 
in Saudi Arabia have been invoked. The guarantees were 
issued by the SBI and the lOBI on 50:50 basis. The IDBrs 
Share was Rs. 131.72 crores. The Committee would await 
the outcome of the efforts for recovering the amount. 
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The IDBl's indirect assistance mainly flows through 
its refinance for industrial loans and machinery biUs redis-
counting. The Committee have been informed that the bills 
discounting scheme has not been extended to traders except 
when they happened to be the sole-selling agents of the ma-
chinery manufacturers. The Committee desire that traders 
other than sole-selling agents should not be alI owed to avail 
themselves of this facility. . 

The bills rediscounting scheme is stated to be the most 
remunerative of all the schemes of assistance of the IDBI. 
The assistance under this scheme is stated to be essentially 
meant for replacement of machinery or for modernisation 
or moderate expansion programmes of the existing units. 
Whereas for the soft loans which are also meant for moderni-
sation the interest rate is 8.1 per cent, the normal rate charged 
for discounting of bills by the primary lenders goes upto 
11.5 per cent. The Committee feel that this difference of 
3.4 per cent is not quite justified. The margin of about 2 
per cent that the commercial banks get seems high. The 
Committee are not impressed with the plea of the Secretary, 
Department of Economic Affairs, that concessional financing 
on rediscounting deals is fraught with a number of adminis-
trative difficulties. As the assistance as a whole rendered 
by the IDBI is purpose-oriented administrative difficulties 
cannot stand in the way of a desirable concession. The 
Committee accordingly desire that the rate of interest appli-
cable for discounting/rediscounting of bills should be re-
viewed and reduced. 

Sanctions under the refinance scheme aggregated 
Rs. 1900.7 crores since the inception of the IDB!. Commer-. 
cial banks are stated to be the major users of the refinance 
facility. The expertise for project appraisal and monitoring 
available with the commercial banks cannot be regarded as 
satisfactory. In fact, even the SFCs are found to be lacking 
badly in this respect. The advisability of pumping the funds 
largely through the commercial banks needs to be gone into. 
As the Committee have pointed out earlier, their role should' 
be confined to working capital accommodation for the indus-
try as far as possible. The Committee would like to have 
an assessment of tke role of the commercial banks in deve-
lopment financing. If such an assessment has not been made 
already it should be made now. 

Evidently there was not much of a control over the uti-
lisation of the funds made over to the commercial banks 
under the refinance schemes. The commercial banks have 
reportedly lent for a shorter period and got refinance from the-
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lOBI for a longer period. The banks have undoubtedly 
derived a substantial benefit. Some mechanism seems to 
have been evolved recently for suitable adjustment at the end 
of each year. This also has not entirely eliminated the unin-
tcDdcd benefit derived by the Commercial banks. This aspect 
deserves critical examination. 

The lOBI's assistance to the small-scale sector mainly 
flows through its refinance scheme. In view of their low 
capital output ratios and shorter gestation period, the devc-
lepmcnt of small-scale industries will result in more efticient 
usc of capital in fields where economies of sale arc not size-
able. The share of small-scale sector has gone upto 71 per 
cent of the assistance under the refinance scheme. Consi-
dering, however, that only 35 per cent of the total assistance 
of lOBI was coveredJby the refinance. the share of the small 
scale sector in the total assistance of the lOBI would be only 
25 per cent. The Committee desire that the refinance 
scheme should be made more attractive to this sector and 
greater promotional as well as pUblicity efforts should be 
dircctea towards ensuring increased ftow of assistance to the 
small-scale sector. 

There is a pronounced regional imbalance in the assis-
tance rendered by the IDBI. The Committee regret that the 
share of the North Eastern region was almost negligible and 
it was around 1 per cent. Under a special programme for 
development of backward areas introduced in 1970-71, the 
lOBI sanctioned assistance of Rs. 1999 crores. An analysis 
of assistance has indicated that the top 50 districts of 245 
backward districts assisted by the Bank accounted for the 
bulk of the assistance. their share ranging from 69 pl'r cent to 
85 per cent. Statewise three top districts accounted for 60 
to 70 per cent of the assistance to the State. The Committee 
would like to have a similar analysis of the amount actually 
disbursed. Though the Committee realise that the role of 
the development banks is somewhat limited, regret that the 
pattern that has emerged shows that underdevelopment has 
been allowed to perpetuate further relative underdevelopment. 
The perpetuation of this position has serious socio-economic 
implications. The Government are yet to take a decision on 
a suggestion made to them by a working group that the present 
list of backward districts could be classified Into two or three 
broad groups and separate incentivt's offered for the different 
groups. The Committee understand that a committee headed 
by Shri Sivaraman has gone into the matter and hopefully 
a new way of classifying the backward areas would emerge 
in order to ensure more balanced regional development. 
The Committee would urge that decision in this regard should 
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be taken early. The promotional activities and the identi-
fication of potential projects in the backwards also required 
to be stepped up to achieve the end in view. 

There is delay in disposal of applications for assistan~ 
and there is also delay in disbursement of assistance sanc-
tioned despite various measures taken to expedite the work. 
During 1979-80, 17 per cent of the applications were delayed 
by more than 6 months. The number of applications pending 
as on 30 June, 1980 was 780 and the quantum of assistance 
sought for by the applicants was Rs. 1082.6 crores. The 
undisbursed sanctions were of the order of Rs. 1424.1 crores. 
Obviously the delay in sanction and the delay in disbursing 
the amounts sanctioned are also the causes of time slippage 
and consequent cost escalation of projects leading to request 
for additional assistance from the financial institutions. The 
Committee desire that case studies of a few typical cases of the 
delays should be made independently and on the basis of the 
outcome of the studies further steps should be taken to stream-
line the procedures to expedite the work. 

The Committee would stress the Df'ed to check at the time 
of appraising the projects the price ot equipmcnts, imported 
and indigenous, to ensure that there is no inflation of cost. 
A foolproof system in this regard should be evolved. 

Incidentally, there have been cases where the applications 
were asked to be withdrawn rather than being rejected by 
some financial institutions. This practice, in the opinion 
of the Committee, is not correct as it might land the other 
financial institutions in trouble. There should be a system 
of exchange of information on projects rejected among the 
financial institutions to safeguard the overall interest of the 
institutions. 

On the whole, the average rate of borrowing of the lOBI 
is reported to be 6.48 per cent and the average return 8.28 
per cent during 1979-80. The refinance assistance for back-
ward area development and direct loans for exports are re-
ported to be unremunerative. The highest return is from the 
bills rediscounting followed by project loans and refinance 
on exports. The Committee desire that the precise position 
in this regard for each scheme operated by the lOBI and the 
other financial institutions should be brought out in the annual 
reports and the consolidate position shown in the report 
'Development Banking of India'. Steps should be taken, 
on the basis of analysis of costs for each scheme, to cut down 
overhead expenses. In this connection the Committee find 
that the administrative cost as percentage of operating margin 
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rang{.d from 20.3 to 38.4 during the period 1971--79. The 
Committee feel that this is on the high side considering the 
fact that a substantial portion of the lOBI's lending is through 
refinance. 

The position of defaults in repayment by the assisted 
units disturbs the Committee. The amount of overdues 
was of the order of Rs. 93.35 crores as at the end of JUBe 
1980. Of thl~, Rs. 51.78 crores were more than 18 months 
old. The Committee would like this position to be depicted 
in the Annual Reports relating the position of overdues to 
the amount due for payment and not to the total amount 
disbursed. As many as 244 out of 640 companies assisted by 
the lOBI under the Project Finance Scheme were in arrears 
to the extent of Rs. 82.4 crores, 45 per cent of which was 
~ccounted for by 8 companies alone. Of the 244 companies 
In default, 54 were reported to be sick units. This gives 
room for a doubt about the efficacy of the project appraisal 
techniques now employed. The Committee desire that on the 
basis of a post implementation appraisal of such projects, 
necessary improvement should be made in the project apprai-
sal techniques. The Committee further feel that in future 
the desirability of obtaining personal guarantees should be 
considered unless the nature OI' a company is such that it is 
not possible. 

The lOBI is not aware of the extent of default in repayment 
by the 244 companies in respect of loans advanced by other 
financial institutions. This is surprising to the Committee 
as Section 29(IA) of the lOBI Act enables the lOBI to collect 
and exchange credit information. This should be ensured 
in future and a consolidate picture of overdues should emerge. 

The Committee are concerned about the lack of conti-
nuity in the top position of the lOBI and the vacancies on 
the Board. There were 4 Chairmen of the lOBI since 
February 1976 and 5 vacancies were kept on the Board 
for two years. The vacancies on the Board were reflected 
in the Executive Committee of the lOBI. The attendance 
of the Executive Committee meetings was to the extent of 
50 % or less in 13 out of 65 sittings held during 1975-80. The 
Committee desire that it should be ensured in future that there 
is a continuity for atIeast 3 years in the top position and the 
vacancies on the Board are not allowed to remain for unduly 
Jbng time. Further, the attendance at the Board and the 
Executive Committee meetings should be improved. 
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lOBI. A measure of control is also to be exercised by the 
lOBI by means of inspection once in 3 years. However. 
only 12 of 18 SFCs have been inspected during the last three 
years. A number of shortcomings in their working in regard 
to project appraisal, follow-up and recovery of loans etc. 
have been noticed. The Committee also note that a W orId 
Bank team had reportedly an occasion to criticise the function-
ing of the SFCs and opined that if the deterioration in their 
working continued then economic viability would soon be 
threatened. The overall arrears in the repayment of loans 
advanced by them were to the extent of Rs. 214.6 crores 
as at the end of March, 1980. The Committee are very 
much concerned about this situation. They desire that the 
programme of upgradation of tht- SFCs should be put through 
early and good performance ensured through the Director 
nominated by the lOBI on their Boards. The role of the 
lOBI directors on their Boards is not evidently satisfactory 
now. 

-~---------~------.. -----------
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